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iTWHAT ROOSEVELT ' Immediate, IT  Necessity of
11 AS,DONE FOR THE Systematic Improvement of Our
PUBLIC SERVICE Internal Waterways is Proposed.
S) stem and Efficiency Are At-
tracted by His Demand
—brResalts.
Hu Made 'Unreel Doctrine
Live by Comestent Effort.
WHY TAFT NOIOULD SUCICEINIY
(Staff ('orreapondenee)
Washington. D. C., Feb. 26.—
Spectacular acblevements crowd Theo
dere Roosevelt's adminietratitins. but
the historian will miss the mdat solid
feature of his public career if he con-
thee his pen to the narration of these.
One cannot remain long in Washing-
ton and watch the routine of the gov-
ernment without realizing the un-
estialit hI elase ability thet the
president brings to his must probe's
tasks —Melts that the public generally
never hears about. Tho most solid
feature of the president is the power
of austained effort and erten his work
can be seen In the perspective of the
s
tears, It will be known that his great
pechonaking achievements were not 
I
obtained at the price of lassitude and
indifference in his ordinary adminis-
trative routine. so.
It Is not too much tO say Milt
Rome-veil has brought she admires-
tration of the internal affairs of the
government-to a higher plane of la-
tegritto and ability Man any Other
plesident tver had them. And in his
dieting, with foreign nations, be ha
turned the good-natured tolerance
with Which the world powers for-
merly viewed the United States, the
to.eranne that a frown NOW has for a
young man who has just been grad-
uated into matare circles, into the
"at attention" they glee to the most
powerful of Sunipeaa .TheY
have become screpnleto and respect-
In; in their cleanest with the great re-
melt:Se because the polky of the
°square deal" has been precipitated
Into international relations just as it
has into our internal affairs.
• The most delicate task the presi-
dent has had in foreign relations bas,
bren the development of the Monroe
dot trine in such a way as to peke
the world powers respect it without
causing the South Amtrican. repub-
lies to distrust the ,United States. To
day that result has boon achieved an.1
through a routine of incidents,
coupled with certien ronapieuous
dip/emetic *teaches. Whets we se-
President Roosevelt Explains
Fourfold 'Purpose of Policy
a y mmission in
Preliminary Report.
The story (riming front Bidlartl
coeutty filet a inait's t2114'011 and
bOlbaired, nits burned while on Iti4
eay to the factory, turns nut to
he a fake pure and simple. There
are No many deft lit•hig told abort
nielit riders and other violations
of the law, that larw1/4papers
ehould fe. %toy particular about




eaglet instead of injuring each other.
Both will benefit. but the chief benefit
will accrue to the people in general
spread interest and dentatei from the through quicker and cheaper trans-
people. Thy btutia of tbis demand lay portstUon.
in the general and admitted isbflHy
of the railroads to handle promptly
the traffic of the country, and espec-
ially the mops of the previous fall.
"Our river systemn are better
adapted to the needs of the people
than those of any other country. In
extent, distribution, navigability, and
ease 04 use, they stand first. Yet the
rivers lot no other civilized country
are so poorly developed, so little used,
or play so small a part in the indust-
rial> life of the nation as those of the
United States.
"The cononlaelon finds that it was
unreguleted railroad competition
wieeh prevented or destroyed the de-
velopment of .commerce on our !eland
waterways. The Mississippi, or
greatest natural high-wan, hi a case in
point. At pne time the traffic upon
It was without a rival In any country. bourn, according to trainmen coming
The report shows that commerce was into Paducah, and the citizens of the
&even from the Mississippi by-ralt000wnowere greatly inconvenienced. es-
roads. Willie production was limited, pecially the big hotels that operate
the railways, with their convenient their own heating plants and. depend
terrninati, give quicker and more sat. on the city water efeltidy• No.exPlan,
htfacitoky service than the vraterwats. aeon was given for the supply of wa-
Later they prevented the restoration ter being cut of. . The Illinois Can-
of river traille by )(coping dowp their tral Railroad company is hauling
rates along the Otero recouping sacks of sand by the car load to be
themseivee breigher charge* else- vend hr strengthening the levee acid
where They also require wateetplevent Its giving in.
fronts and terminels to an extent
with* made water competition. impos-
sible: Througheet the country the MAYOR SMITH WILL
toile:eye have secured such control of
canals and steamboat lines that today BUILD IN COUNTRY
inland waterway transportation is
largely In thelr hands. Thum was nat-
ural and doubtless inevitable under
the eircemetanees, but It should not
be allowed 'to continue unless ender
careful government regulation.
"Contparatively little in.*and freight
Is carried by boat which is not carried
a part of its Journey by rall also. As
the report shows, the successful de-
velopment and toe of out interstate
walierways will require intelligent
Make Largest lOse.
"The report rests throughout on the
tundamental conception that every
waterway should be made to serve
the people as largely and in as many
different ways as posalblet , It is. poor
business to develop a river for navi-
gation in such a wiry as to .prevent
It,. use for, power, when by a little
foresight it could be made to serve
both parposes. We can not afford
needlessly to sacrifice power to Ore
(00Whitned on page seven.)
CAIRO OUT OF WATER
teaehington, Feb. 26Or (BPecial.)—
President 'Roosevelt at noon today
transeettedottrennat
kalie. atamentanying the .prellneuary
report of the inland waterways 4:om-
ission. He etoa in part:
"I transmit herewith a preliminary
report from the inland waterway*
rouenission, which wee appointed by
me last March in response to a wide-
Cairo was entirei) v.thout water
supply, this morning for several
Mayor James P. Smith has leascil
his 325 acre farm on the Broadway
road for four years to Samuel Hub-
bard and M. et. Tucker, who will
start a big daily farm. Mayor Smith
has so dined the lease that It will ex-
pire with bis term of °Mee, when he
w411 build's home on the hill. He
has the plans drawn for the home and
it was his intention to build there at
milted the Panama canal, there was 
regulation of the relatkins between once. The Intention was one of the
apparent room for the South Anted- 
rail and water tradle. When this is raein reasons for his desire not to run
0 can republice to fear that their power- 
done the railways and witerways will for Mayor.
.•
• ful northern, neighbor might eve,p-'
t
• a i 
tually assert its sway Ober them in 
511'
wars more forceful than righteous, 
_
•
but through the steady routiseefforts
of the president, that fear has been
dispelled. It is now recognized that
the prectphote aetton of The n
States then was necessary for the
safety not only of the United States.
but the whole western hemisphere
For It is certain that 'had any other
(Continued on page 6.)
ARMED 11.4NO OP WHINERS
RAID RAILROAD STATION.
Peshawar, India, Feb. 21.--Au
armed band raided the railroad eta-
-lion here early today,' wounded -the
station master aid watchtnan, and
robbed the safe of 60,0 rupees.
ST. LOUIS IIIUSERT CASE
a
1.0111b, Feb. 26 —Daniel Naugh-
ton, assistant clerk of the house of
delegates, today was found guilty of
icing accessory after the fact to the
alleged bribery of two delegates and
sentenced to pity a fine of $100 and
move-three mouths lit jail. Two dele





The W'oman's Home Mission society
ot the Trimble Street Methodist
cleareh met at the home of Mrs. J. J.
Young and after the business session
the following officers for the ensuing
year were elected: Mrs. D T. !tains,
president; Mrs. .1 J. Young. first
vice president; Mrs. 0. M. DOdd, /Pe-
und vice president; Mrs. .1. M, °entry
third vice president; MTN. A. M Peale
taln, recording secretary: Mrs C. P.
Houseman, eorreepoteting secretary;
Mrs. J. C. Martin, treasurer; Mrs, T.
L. Darnell, agent for "Our !lowest,"
Mes. C. P. Houseman was elected
delatpita., IL 'J. C. Martin alter-
nets to the reitehIng annual meet-
ing of the Woman's Home Mission
coeference, March 31. to April 3, at
BIUMS SETTLEMENT WITH COUNTY
liCCIFED WITHOUT ANY QUESTIONS
Matter of Compensation is One
for State and Not County Of
ficers to consider.
The question, growing out of the
settlement with Sheriff Ogilvie with
the fiscal court yosterday, as to
whether or not the sheriff Afoul. in-
clude Its his report a statement of-the
receipts and expenditures of his of-
fice, that the court might determine
whether he had recolVed anything in
camel of b5:000 above the expenses
of the °Mee, was finally settlea bilhe
voluntary offer of the sheriff to re-
fund to the county or *tate It IL be
show* after an Onvestigation by the
iwoper authorities that he has re-
ceived any more than the statutory
compensation. The agreement was
entered as of record and the sheriff
wee given his receipt for taxes col-
lected and paid, and was gnawed 'his
AMENDER WRECK
regular conimissions. Today he and
Hume Ogilvie. chief deputy, left for
Prankfert to make final settlement
with the state auditor, who will give
him his quietus for the petit fiscal
year.
The sheriff owes the state about
$2,600 on last year's taxes.
The question of salary was broeght
to the attention of the court by a
statement that is said to have been
made by a former sheriff, who claims
to have made $7,01041 deer of ell ex-
&tepees the last year of hie term, and
besides raising the question with the
present sheriff al to the emoluments
of the °Mee the present terra county
are an Investigation
to determine whether excessive
amounts 'received by former sheriffs
cannot be recovered.
Aecording to the opinion of lead-
ing attorneys the only person who
catt make an investigation is the state
Inspector.
AX SLIPPED FROM FATHER'S
RAND AND HURT CHILD.
'
Fele--24.—(SPeolel-)
—John Stierriil, the-six-year-old son
of Mr. Wade Morrill. of Lamont, had
AVERTED BY LATE a deep gash cut in his right leg thismorning by a glancing nett of ad att.
His father was rutting stovewood and
the led was picking up chips when
the ax 'ripped and cut his leg, Dr.
S. Z. Holland, of Grahaniville. dressed
the injury.
TRAIN LAST NIGHT
etenoothe, Mo., Feb. 26.—An at-
tempt was made last night to weerk
the Kansas City-St. Louis train at
Indeetown. Twelve big logs were piled
on the track for the train, which let%
Kansas City at 9 o'clock. The pas-
senger was late and a freight tootle bit
th.• obstruction Little damage IMO
atisett. because Ow froik.ht was rote.
nine Cowl) to take a switch. Secret
lierViCe men are worklag.„
SLOPED ON PLANK tN))
BROKE HER 1.1.3.1t WRIST.
Frost On a plank walk teemed Was
Jennie ,Emery, the fifteen-year-old
daughter of Mrs. Martha Emery, 104
Caldwell street. to slip and fall the
morning, !treating her left arm at the




Big Meeting of Federation of
Labor. Equity Society and
Farmers' Tinley.




Cleveland, Feb. 26—Because of
recent adverse federal supreme court
deolsions, the National Labor party,
embracing the American Federation
of labor, Ste National Farmers*
Union, the Annerican Society of
Equity and the Socialist party, be
launched tonight by the United Trades
Trades and Labor council.
&tuner action is to be taken in oth-
er large cite,. In case the American
Federation refuse-a to call a national
conference, local labor councils will
issue the call.
ESPARTA NOT RESPONSIBLE.
Louisiana Court Passes Upon Collis-
los With President's Boat,
New Orleans, Feb. 26.—The United
States circuit court of aatealtoday
handed down a decision that the steam
er Esparta was not responsible for
colliding with the steamer Magnolia
in 19to5. President Roosevelt was a
Passenger on the Tdagnolia at the time
of the accident, and although he wee
not in serious danger, the inaccessi-
bility of the place where the collision
occurred and lack of definite informa-
tion for several hours after the steam-
ers struck caused excitement among
the people of the United States.
The president was en route front
New Orleans to the mouth of the
Mitiolesippt. ;Quit, for libel against the
Esparta was brought afiy the governs
inept, which, owned .-The Magnolia.
and today's decision atlirms that of a
'lower court.
CZAR'S RECEPTION
St. Iltersburg. Feb. 26.—The czar
and his consort today received 260
members of the donna at Toarko-Selo
palace. Constitutional democrats, reci-
tals and Poles preferred for politica,
reasons not to attend, although theo





Washington, Feb. 26 .(Special.)—
The joint army and militia maneuvers
in which the Kentucky troops were
to take part, are called off. Congretw
refused to give the money.
Prohibk ion Vete. ion.
Washington, tele 26—Congress-
men Acheoun has introduced a joint
resolution by which congress is asked
to submit to the legislatures of the
states the question of whether pro-
hibition shall prevail throughout the
country, and whether,. manufacture as
well as importation and sale of intox-
icants shall cease.
Albany. Feb. 26.—The senate over
the Mean•nendation of Govertau_
Hughes, decided by a vote of 30 to 15
to retain Superintendent of insurance
Kelsey in office. It is the most open








Oettersite fair and colder tonight
esh DOI and' Itasket factory. Dr. and Tharsday. Fillibest temperature
*' t. • tn. tractor.. ,415; low,* es.
•
Special Message Dealing With
Tobacco Trouble in Kentucky is
Submitted by Governor Willson.
Also Discusses county Unit BLACKHAND NOTE
Bill, Tax Reform. Road Law.
CAUSES T.LOUIS
ITALIANS WORRY
and Militia Regulations and
Other Matters.
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 26. (i/Pedal>)
—Governor Willeon sent to the legis-
Ilture 1:11Olistet mtr's°"—tstiage.
He urges action to end the tobacco
troubles. Ile review* their history
and comments on the fact that the
general assembly has done nothing in
this regard. He asks for assistance
for the attorney general's office and
wants the trusts investigated in the
state, and thinks the attorney general
should be so equipped as to handle
itte inquiry.
, He says the whole state insists 'on
on the peerage of the county uttit bill,
but depreciates the effort to use it as
a measure for political ends.
He asks reforms in the tax laws,
and wants new road laws.
He says the sinking fund commis-
sion should 'be given authority in ev-
ery county, where there is militia to
furnish a proper hall for drills, and
advocates the payment of twenty-five
cents to militiamen for attending
each drill.
He thinks $15,000 should be appro-
priated for military purposes.
He says the greatest care abduld be
exercised in the matter of appropria-
tions, as the state will not have MOil-
ey to pato He also asks for Motley to
complete and equip the new capitol.
In his comments on the tobacco
situation he discusses the cost of
keeping militia in the dark district,
and gays he has done all in his power




ernor W1 reply to the senate
tiOtran criticised 
Lrtooltition., asking for names of Use-
less offices. He said Willson is gov-
erning tly buncombe. The aleChord
tobacco bill was put over until Friday
on motion of McChord. It is believed
the house is waiting on negotiations
said to be An progress at Winchester
between the Trust and burley pool. If
these are successful the bill Nan no'l
pass.
At the joint session Beckham re-
ceived 56 and Bradley 56, scattering
6, necessary to elect 60.
••
BOARD OF HEALTH WILL
BEGIN SPRING CLEANING.
A thorough spring cleaning wil) be
ordered by the board of health gs
noon as winter is over, and it was de-
cided at a meeting held yesterday'
that the cleaning this year must be
genuine and thorough. The board
has under consideration the suestion
of proyldhig a way for scavenger
wagons to reach the docks it the foot
of Boyd street fit all seasons. ,
GEORGE-AltOARIVIII
SERIOUSLY ILL AT HOME.
Mr. George McCabe, president ot
the Paducah Pole and Timber com-
pany, Is serouttly ill at his home,1•63e
Jefferson street. His brother., Mr. E.
D. McCabe, arrived today from Chi-
cago to attend his bedside, and 'his
son, Mr. Earl McCabe, of Toronta,
Canada, is espeeted to arrive tonight
Mr. McCabe has been ill for several
weeks.
SMOKER AND SOCIAL OF
BUILDERS' AfitiOCIATION.
The smoker and social session hel
last might by the Mellen, 'aseocia-
their atiethetrartere on Smelt
Fourth street was a success. About
18 members were prespeot, and the,
evening was spent in impeomptu
talk* from the members along He
Hoe of improvernertis that have been





St. Louie Feb. 2e -- Federal Jedie
Dyer, charging a special grand jury
today, Instructed them to probe the
railroad rebate cases, which will be
Put before them. The district attor-
ney Is said to have already prepared
indictments against the Frisco rail-
road charging the road with granting
rebates to a Kansa!, City lumber firm.
The proecedIngs are said to be carry-
ing oat instructions recently received
from Attorney tienerat itenaterte
similar to charges on which the Stand-
„.ard Oil was Awed.
 St. Louis, -Feb.-
Dr. Julius F, Meneatrina is being
guarded by police to protect members
of the family from the Blackhead.
Meneetrina received a letter threaten-
ing to cut off his head unless he should
leave $500 at a designated spot. The
letter was unsigned. An Italian was
arrested near where the money was to




If applications for the position of
census' enumerators continue to come
in until the next meeting of the
sebool board, as they have this week,
the sehocie will have many men from
among whom to pick the three enum-
erators. Secretary Kelly has been
flooded with appitcations for the posi-
tions since the announcement was
made in The Sun that they would be
appointed at the next meeting.
YOUNG MAN'S BARACA CLASS
AT FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.
Next Sunday morping a young
men's Baraca class will be organized
at the First Baptist chureh, and it is
the intention to have all- the young
men of the church in the class. The
Rev. M. N. Dodd will instruct, and a
thorough study of the Bible will be
taken up. The class will meet during
the Sunday school hour, in the pas-
tor's study.
MO BURLEY DIAL
Winchester, Ky., Feb. 96. (Spe-
cial.)—A 'report is out that a deal Is
on between the American Tobacco
company and the burley growers for
80.000,000 pounds is not yet closed,




At an example of how the Charity
club has to extend aid to families that
data into Paducah from other towns
and cities, the case of Mrs. Jim
Cowan. who with five children came
=ail teat week frona
is cited among 20 families tOP whom
the club has been forced to extend
aid. In company with Jap Toner,
secretary of the Charity clu'b, a' re-
porter for The Sun visited the home
of the family on Bridge alley, near
the Third street bridge over Island
creek.
The family, consisting of Charlie,
22 years old; Lillie, 20 years old;
Maggie, 18 years old; Hattie, 12
years old, and Isaac, 7 years old.
lived in a two-room double tenement
but practically the family lived in
one room. The family came to Padu-
cah last week from Eddyville and as
they arrived before their famiture
they were compelled to sleep in a
Toone entother-flooO. -The room--
was heated by one small stove.
The oldest boy Is almost blind, as he
Is only able to guide himself on a
bright and sunny day. When th•
home was visited the boy was work-
ing on a skiff. From exposure the
whole family became ill, and Mt
Toner was forced 'to send groceries
until they recovered.
The 'family/came here from Eddy-
vine, where they went to see their
father, Jim Cowan, who is in the pen-
itentiary serving a 21 year sentence
for the murder of Warren Wobdwerd
three miles below Rmithland about
five years ago. It will be remembered
by citizens f Paducah that Cowan shot
and killed Woodward after a quarrel
among their children, which was
taken up by the parents. Since the
murder the family has been wander-
ing up and down the river on shanty
boats. Recently an attempt has be-
gun to have Cowan pardoned.
Cases of this nature have been
numerous this year. and a constant
drain has been made Mb the Charity
club. 'despite the watehfulness of Sec
retary Toner. Even Me sending of a
small order of groceries to one family
the best types anti shipped them and
taken Into consideration that perhaps
Oi families that have drifted (hi




Open Door Policy in Manchuria
Single Aim of Mikado, Says
Mr. Takahashi,
Has No Designs on Philippine
Islands.
NO (X7CASION FOR WAR AT ALI4
New York. Feb. 24.--Seknyel Taka
hash!, one of the seven "fire-eating”
professors of the Imperial University
of Tokio, who drafted the famous
memoranda advising the emperor of
Japan to make war on Russia, is visit-
ing Ne wYork, en mete around the
world on a mission of peace. After
passing four months in the United
States, during whia be investigated
the immigration problem and the con-.
ditions which were productive of the
anti-Japanese feeling on the Pacific
coast, Professor Takahashi contends
that war between Japan and the
United States is an utter impossibility.
Japan stands ready, he asserts, to
extend a royal welcome to the Pacific
fleet If that- battleship armada will
continue its cruise to the mikado's
shores. War talk, he toles. is but a
passing agitation, attempted by the
jingo and the demagogue. Further,
Professor Takahashi states that Japan
aims to maintain the "open door"
policy in Manchuria, and denies that
his country has any desire to obtain
possession of the Philibinee
"So far as the Philippines are con-
cerned: he said, "Japan does not
want them. In the first place, we
are too poor to buy them just now.
Then, too, if we could get the Wands
their holdings would seriously de-
range_per ectetemic conditions."
SNOWING TODAY
This afternoon at 2 o'clock a chill-
ing wind came up and shortly snow
began fa:ling briskly. The "beauti-
ful" came down liberally, but on
seething the ground ineltei quickly.
A decided drop in 'the temperature
aleved this afternoon.
MURDERER statnENDERS
BECAUSE HE Is TIRED.
Pueblo, Feb. t6.----4Robert Munn,
surrendered to the pollee and con-
fessed to killing a man at Litchfield,
Ilk, in January. 1906, in a drunken
quarrel after the man attacked his
brother. He said he was tired of
dodging arrest and couidiet sleep be-
cause of tear.
HEINZIA SETTLEMENT.
Three Million Indebtedness MI
Financier to Be Liquidated.
Newornelco_Miteol6 —Creditera-Wel
F. A. Heinse are considering a pro-
posal made by him for the settlement
of his indebtedness, which is said to
be somewhat under 33,4100.000, all
secured by collateral of various kinds.
The largest item. amounting to $1.-
20.0,001, is due the Gould-Cromwell
interests, in connection with the Mer-
cantile National bank deal. Heins*
purchatted 8,0.00 shares of the stock
of that back from Edwin Gould ana
his associates, for which he agreed to
pay $325 a share, and did pay $50
per share In cash. His stock was
taken back by the Weald party at
$125 a share, leaving a deficit of




Frankfort, Ky.. Feb 211—(SPe-
eist 1—The senate passed the bill, pro-
viding that the pollee force In cities
of the second Oats must nunrber not
less than 20 nor more than 75.
MISS LUCY WOODS
Mies Lucy Woods, 17 years old,
died of consunaptlign Shia mern-
tnw at the home or h.r sister, Mrs.
Thristy Haybeck. seven miles out on
the Calvert City road Pier' father.
Mr. Plci Woods. lives at fiemeonia.
Miss Woods is survived by Mrs Mat
JOIlea and sevetrobrothers, Memos.
Cliff, Clyde, Eel*. Rodney. Carl,
Grover and Owen Woods. The funeral
will be held tomorrow afteinuon at
O'clock at the residence ttf her As-









Is the ley of the household, for without 1NEW SUBWAY IN
it no happiness can be complete. How
sweet the picture of mother and babel
Angels 6110110 at and commend the
thoughts and aspirations of the mother
bending GVIllf the cradle. The ordeal through
which the expectant mother must pass, how-
ever, is so full of danger and suffering that she
looks forward to the hour when she shall feel
the exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear.
Every woman should know that the danger, pain and horror of child-
birth can be entirely avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, a scientific
liniment for external use only, which toughens and renders pliable all
the parts, and assists nature in
Its sublime work. By its ,aid moTHERls
thousands of women have
passed this great crisis in per-
fect safety arid without pain.
value to allof priceless greaten sent free. Address
Sold at $1 oo per bottle by druggists. Our book FRIEND
glerrOf711.11 REIPOILAJOR 00., Atforsta.
'rum • ‘i • mill It I l'IttrITS ARE
tm 't 'tag 1.it BY ('AI'. REED.
. captain winiarn Reed arrived from
'Cilia last night and -accepted two
axes for the army who were examined
by Sergeant Blake, the recruiting ofit
me in this city. The two new re
cruits are Charles H Faller, of Padu-
cah, who was sent to Ft. Clark. Tex..
troop A, third, cavalry, and Edwargi
Rice, of Paducah, who was sent to
the Philippine service. Sergeant Blake
hag. two more men oa probatiqu.
Captain Reed went front here te
Princeton.
"Re's not the man le etand idly by
when a fellow man nee&r; *dance.
"Nor
"NA]:, he immediately xets busy and
tells the more bystanders what to
do."
No young matt would enjoy kissing




522 Broadway Paducah, Ky.
We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second-The button holes or stud holes match.
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
_
STAR LAUNDRY
Yriseth Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous-but a 'calm always
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
hie -for the time when you will need money-there
is only one way to do it-save, and you will be sure
of the future.
Start today-a dolls; will do it.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings ac-























SEE MODEL IN SHOW WINDOW
Ask for FRFF, booklet on how to
wash and dry
LACES CURTA 1 NS
L. W." HENNEBERGER CO:
r Tr eerpo, rtool •
‘`Th‘e 11( (>1 Qt.itility"
122-4'l 111101DW11 KOID PHONES he
NEW YORK CITY
Connects New Jersey and Man-
hattan.
—...aa-
Opening Ceremoides Partkepated tri
By ituotweeR, Goverwart, titsgiws
and .Furt.
Ft' it It i t:s oUT OF utTsiNsr.ss
New York, Feb. 26.—"rOver to Jer-
sey" gave way to "Under to Jersey"
last night and while the despised ferry
boats wended their laborious way
overhead thousands of persons were
being transported by a subterranean
route from shore to shore in about
Ile time it takes the serfarse craft to
warp into the slips.-oa the Hudson
river connecting New York City and
Hoboken, Neat Jersey. by a pansage'l
made far below the river bottom
which_ was formally opened yesterday
when eresident Roosevelt pressed a
button, after which the governors of
New York and New Jersey made
speeches. But it get its resectiristen-
rug on tbe stroke of seicitsight. The
tunnel- was ripened to the public and
regu:ar service of eight ear tealas run
netts under five minutes headway was
Installed.
While the first shelters were Pay-
ing the Hudson Tunnels companY its
first retern on the160,000.0110 invest-
ment, the promoters of kthe eneerpriet
were dining the executives of New
York and New Jersey at Sherry's and
drinking toasts to ihe everlasting suc-
cess* f the interstate an under river
route. The governors of the two
states made the prtnelpal.speeciws.
The first trails covered the distance
of three and a quarter Miles in lest.
than fifteen minutes. Arriving at the
Nineteenth street terminal of the tune
neI system the distinguished partici-
pants in the dedication ceremonies re-
paired to Sherry's, where an elaborate
banquet was spread in further cele-
bration of the important event.
The-opening of this tunnel, known
as the south tube of the North river
tunnel system, marks the completion
of the first underground railroad sys-
tem that Is to connect New York Cgs
with the New Jersey aide of the river,
and which will de away with the slow
ferry boats that for -st•ars have 4,car-
ried the tens of thousands of pasnen-
gers.that croft the North river daily.
The great terminals at Hoboken.
'Jersey City and Newark on the New
Jersey side will be transfer points for
passengers from the various railroad
and testier ihsee.that make a Itetwork
spreading ove_r the entire northern
part of New, Jersey. When all see-
ions of the new underground system
at itb its II miles of tunnels, are I;
operation, thew points will have di-
rect ragietransit communication with





Are the result of an
abnormal condition of
the more prominent nerve
branches, caused by con-
gestion, irritation, or dis-
ease. If you want to re-
lieve thepain try Dr. Miles'
likuti-Pain Pills. They,
-often-relieve, when every-
thing else fails. T
-41ealte no diza
after-effects 'Just a
pleasurable sense of re-
-lief. Try them.
"I bare nmeralips headisehe light
ewer my eyes. and I am really afraid
That my arra will burst. 1 also have
neuralgia jpaln around my heart. I
have been taking Dr Mlles Anti-
Pain Pills recently and find they 're-
lieve these troubles mutably. I eeldom
find It necessary to take more thrum
two tablets for consperes mind."
YRS.- RATHERLNE 113AdlTtIN
111? Vailsy Wt. Carthage. Mo.
"I hays ewtai spade of neuralgia
and hams doetered a great deal with-
out getting much benefit For the
IAA two Yellin{ I have beef, taking
Dr. Mlles' Anti-Pain kills arid they
always relieve me. I have to-en so
bad with neuralgia that I sometimes
thought I would go entity. Sometimes
It is nirepsrary to twee two of them.
but miaow more and they are rine kr
gee,* me." MRS. FERRIER,
9454 Lye& St.,
Vow druggist Ails Or. Milos' Anti-
Pain Pins. iind we authorize him te
return the price of first package (orry)
If it fails to benefit you.
Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, Ind
ewe LliLlte. 100 YEARS
Mr Jame" Celehiest Itrovra's Opine's.
Sir )ames Criebton Brown, of Eng-
Tad, at the aggress of the Royal
institoteef Pelgic Health in London,
gave a lecture on old age. He states
that if every Penton should live 
right
and take tee proper care, 1.6 live one
tundeed years would be a matter of
Course.
There iseto excuse for feebleness at
the age of fifty, slaty or even seventy.
Iii every pt•rsoa there is a constant
change taking place in the teatime
and JIM( so long as the supply equals
or exceeds the waste, just so lung will
arid age be warded-off.
When one finds their energies tiag-
gieg, the organs acting steely and
less effectually , the blood sluggish,
find in fact "feels old," then thereis
nothrag known to medicine that will
restore elaatleity to the _step, bright-
ness to the eyes, vigor to brain and
muscle, and strength to every emus
In the body an sorely as our real cod
liver and Iron -preparation. Vino,.
Vinol containl lit a coneentrated
form all of,the medicinal body-build-
ing elements of cod liver oil actually
taken from fresh cods' livers, the use-
less oil eliminated and tonic hen
added._
We ask every aged person In Pada
cab to try Vinci .on our offer to re-
turn money if net satisfied.—W. B.
McPherson, Druggiet, Paducah, Kr.
curd of the enterprise is figured at
nearly $60,000,00u.
The action opened to traffic ea
tends Prom Hoboken under the river
au the foot of Mortire street, and
these* up the wart side of New York
lo N'ineteente street, %%leen a few
months the section 'to Thirty-third
street and Batik avenue will be it
operation. at that point an komease
terminal station will be erected and
will, In all probability, have an un-
derground connection with _the Penn-
Sylvania station, as well as with the
present subway system running the
lull length of Manhattan island. For
-the present, aght-car trains will be
run uAder the layer at intervals of
every- five =thetas They are erpect-





By the turn of a band you
nave the correct date to 1912.
The cost is small and tb•
time saved is no comparison.
The Diamond Stamp Work
115 1 Third It Philo ral
Why Is Sugar Sweet?
If sugar did not dissolve In the mouth
you could not taste the sweet.
GROVE'S TASTELESS CHILL TON-
IC Is as strong as the strongest bit.
ter table, but you do not taste the
bitter because the ingredients do not
dissolve in the Inoutb, but do dissolve
eadlly in the acids of the stomach.
S just as good for Grown People as
or Children. The First and Original
Tasteless Chill Tonle. The Standard
or 30 year-11.-50c.
REHEARSALS
FOR "BeRISDA" ARE PROGRESS-
ING NATItileACTORILY.
Pinot in The Kent-mew WM Be Held
Tesdelit—Actors Go Through
Their Parts Sorrotserfuny.
The lifts rehearsal of Prof. William
Deal's operetta. "Barbee." which will
be presented Friday night at the Ken-
ucky theater for the benefit of the
D. A. R. memorial fountain fund will
be held in the Kentucky theater to-
night. The singers, dancers and chores
have been rehearsing elsewhere and
are almost perfect In their parts, The
Piece is tuneful and the story later
est ing. while the _ egeletlauces au& es-
at 'efigetalties by the best talent
obtainable will make the performance
a notabie one.
KITT* Gorr Pr VIIIHNIENT
ENODGIII ON THE STRFXT.
Practicing the new arts of ;ageism
became too Intricate for E. S. Miller,
and Bill South, known 'as the "Mayor
of Doglown," Mat night, and they re-
sorted to plain old hard licks. They
were practicing their art on Broad-
way near First street, when it result-
ed in a light. Patrolmen Cross and
Johnson did not approve of their
manner of elusgiaS, and ambled
them. In police court Miller was
fined $5 and crises for breach of the
peace, and Booth was diastase&
Scales bead ehowed Otat be bad re-
eetved the worst of the niiii.
Hudson Hirer Ire.
Meng the Hudson river, where
more ice is harvested than In any oth-
er section \of the country, electric mo-
tors are being extensively used in
haCtifing the crop for next summer's
rade. Out on the surface of tbi
river the lee is being marked and rut
with "ploughs" drawn by horses. The
rake* are spudded off by hand and
limited to the electrically operated
theta conveyors, where they are au-
tomntiettity befitted from the water
and hurried to the ice houses. As the
rakes pass along on She conveyors
they go through the various finishing
machines. One device trims the
cakes to the proper size; another
shaves the top of each. because pass-
ing trains and tile smoke from nearby
cities have left a serlimeat of exit on
the seance of the ice. This machine
also trims off all snow, lee. which does
riot keep well. The Ice is hoisted and
carried to the most remote corner of
the great ice houses entirely by elec-
tricity. The packers only have to
shove elite cake into its place as fast
an It comes. -Nsw York Tribune
"Urea and Ow Mouse."
Next Thursday evaplag Henry B.
Harris Till present at The Kentucky
Charles Klein's play, .-ra. Lion and
the Mouse." The charasters that Mr.
Klein has introduced in his drama are
said to be perfect types of the class of
Anwrieans one meets every day.
There was no exaggeration employed
In making them a part ofa thrilling
story of Mr. Klein's brilliant coneep-
tion and John Burkett Ryder, the
richest man in the worn!, Shirley
Rossniore, who niatehts wits with him
and wius; Jefferson' Ryder, the self-
willed son of the money king, and all
the other characters are such as we
al? have become familiar with. On
this -return engagement Henry B.
res. ills claimed, wet send a much
stinger company than the one which
apphared het.- last seaidi
AT BARLOW
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS SOON vo
INSTALL LODGE,
Mrered.so anti Family Gathering




Knights of Pythias will organise a
new lodge at Barlow, and early. in
April the degree team from the Padu-
cah lodge will go to Barlow and Inn-
tints the Dior Ineurbers, and start the
lodge on Its lea. al'he people of Bar-
low are enehuslastre about the pros-
pects for the lodge, and there will be
;many ellarter members.. At the in-
stallation a banquet will be given.
In the next few weeks the Paducah
Knights of Pvthlas will give a social
session for the wivesof the members.
A splendid musical program Is being
arranged, and every comfort will be
provided to metre it Po enjoyable
evening. The work of preparation is
in the hands of -A committee and the




Tobacco Sabres-% 1.ioling Where Then
Are Na Mobs,
Maysville, Ky., Feb.•26.—Over the
county of Mason ti speeding the scare
of depopulation. Some of. the most
prominent growers in the county
were in Maysville last week *deafen-
ing their belongings and announcing
that they will Move southwest as Dorm
their-epees np.
They say that they are dependent
upon th-elr crops, and that if they sr..
not allowed to grow when they choose'
they will go to some *tate where they
can. It. Is feared that many farmers
in Xiamen witi-teliew suit.
WHAT CAHMFA 'MADAME
From October to Al..s, Colds are the
most frequent cause of Headache.
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE re-
moves Carta!). B. W. Greve on box.
25c.
"Poor man' You took as if you'
had been east among the breakers!"
thlog. mum, I was cast
among the brokers."—Rouston Post.
Every man hart writ to keep his
opinions to !remelt'.
fiet a Kodak
and get it now










Telvittity•I glici • crti • to any
I'" t of the I ity In Ifti minutes.
Isiah phones No. ISO,
TO DRE,SS YOUR NAIR
IN THE LATEST MODE
Fry our ready-Li wear Putt
Seta. We carry a cumplete




Nets, etc. Everything for
the hair dress now tar
popular, at the lowest
prices. Switches and puffs
made out of, you% own
cJes 1)1mm
MRS. A. C. CLARK
Departnesust tat L. B. Ogilvie 4- Co.'s
I 
Both Phones 192.
Green Houses 50.000 Feet of Glass
cbolos Cut Rowe, per dozen.........-.--. .....; —,.. _..... U.00
Carnations, per dozen . .... ............„- _.!...,.... — „...-..----- .50
Cyclamens and Prim abseil In blown, pa plants.
Funeral work and decorations a specialty. We have the largest line
of Pot Planta in the city. Write for eat Jittel catalhgue. Free- de-
livery In any part of the city.
SCHMAUS BROS.
111111111111WWW1111111111He 
Buy Your Coal of the New Gal Campasy.
MITCHELL BROWNING
' 823 Itarrlson Street
Promptness and satisfaction guaranteed. Try us
and be convinced.
Call Old Phone 595-a. New Phone 159
PAGE'S RESTAURANT
123 South Second.
Everything First-Class Polite Service
YOUR PATRONA6E APPRECIATED
All the Latest Copyright Novels, All the
Popular Works of Fiction
_
A large stock and a magnificent auortment
from which to make your selection. .
Now, don't you forget it, we cut the prices





Now at 313 Broadway
AUDITORIUM RINK
Saturday Night, Feb. 29
Leap Year Party
tic votc o iriy 111.111,1gCr.
•
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Cooper 0.1.1. to Itout Ithesonstiron %"it.
St sssss mit I. Itioccesefial.
- Boston. Feb. Th- most Inter-
esting- feature of the ettore: sale se
the temper preparatioar, tiow going
on in this city, is what else nfelielteis
itre actuallyerecompliahing eluting the
people of -Buttes.
A.t the coalmen...fluent of Ws visit
her.,. Mr. ('oON-r prophesied that *hie-
ing the hitter pall et les et:Ay Ile
would receive hitnaleeds of calicre.
daily who -came slurp!) to thank him.
for what the preparations had dene.1
He alto stated _That eleitualeg
Is ties foundation of a great many dia.
saws, and than hlh Now Discovery, as;
it is celled, would prove very effective.
In all taste of theuenahlatn, ',Imply by
getting the stionase In workingearder.
That this. prophecy Ia.. been ful-
filled cannot he doubted alter a half-
hour -spent at the young man's head-
GEO. ADE'S FABLES
1 _ _
eentlernag pt Aristocratic Appearance
The Unhappy Financier and 
ciceome antrid lead you to the Royal
the Discontented Rube. you, 'withoutt ;puvrbileil:tinhse Viirldnarete sr;
You's:hall hare Silk Underwear and •
Monegrum worked oa each Suck. AC
102, 19V bY Rt'"rtr Ilea" Breakfast you shall have lire-HouseRumen.]
Once 
Grapes and everything else out of Sea-
VOW, and FIcAverts on the ?able. After
there was  Breakfast you way step into a Car-
a Stock.
ExChance- 
riage with 4:old Trimmings, drawn by
test Prize Ba,ye, sod ride to an offieeMlsischo 
whir, the (hairs are padded eight
and all the Illreitngs
4°1* t't the jump at your slightest Cdmmahd. For
Where, lemeheien you shall go to a Club where
eel]. you meek-thee Who have Munn'
Day andtto  burn; nod if your Check Is under
IIH421.et he $11. , it shows that you are a Pilfer.
"ad dr"`"""4--You ean stop Work tie 3 P. M. and go
tel by tlua". for a Spin In your French Touring-
'tin "ere' Car, shit a elettiffeur to mork the
tuuldng for.Wheel. In the Evening you can erut on
llot Tips. your Clads fuel drink $47 worth of
01 Vintage \Vines and. take In two or
wattled to three Theatres, mind after that start
fetich Mini In again and have something to Eat."
ep for De-1 "you 'are stringing me," said the
1'. ins or p WOODS. u o I Rube. "Such Heavenly Joys as these
ro'pyright,
ti"nal Cat' never eome to tbe poor Yap."
legee, or who bad Coed Things' "dell "I ill let - t , Bank A
they_wlehed him to back with much , eons!, and thee you won't be a Tap."
quarters, thitening to what his tellers teen. , j extintIned the eliflionaire.- "Co and
At last, In order to escape the Wear' j revel In the Life that you read about in
Ing sound of the Tieker and get the the Weekly weekly Papers. _All that__1_ ark .111_
Hard lipids out of his Nervous, Sys- [return Is the Use for one blissful
tem, he dueked away to the Country! Month of this sequestered Snuggery,
and left werd behind that he had Cube here among the Morning-Clerks and'
to Europe: the blithesome Chickadees."
lie struck a Rest Ctire, where every The FInatipler gave the Rube all the
one dre*Ird for Dinner and a fad t.tr' Credentials needed and shipped him
cheer* tore off Popular Musk. II.• to the roaring Metropolis. Then he
saw the merle Mournful Fates of the sat down under the whispering Trees
male axed female Plutocrats who were with nothing to ntiperintend except the
trying to purchase Eteeement alt rt.. rising aud setting of the Sun.
Intlell per Day. end they did not t1tt.!11 Two weeks later, as the Finnneier
to have 'a teanquillizing Effect on him. was. 'Merging from the Deep Woods
So be wandereel away-from the Hotel i he met Abe Rube eorntug in with a
and took to a quiet eountre Lime, and Pellet/In-Car Towel around his Head.
soon he was In the Deep Wooda. "What, so soon?" asked the City
The Silettee was brelien only by the Man.- "I've. been against_ it for tr.•
Rustle of Leame,-the tapping of tee Yenrs. Why segued you pass It up
Woodpecker% and the tweaskeral Stunt after two brief Weeks?"
of Mollie Feathered Warbler., "For elle first three or four Days It
"This is where Man really belongs." was Great stair." reeponitel the Sue
sleeve' theentekeere Flunneler "I% hat (erer. "They I began to tumble to the
an artificial anti profitless LIM Wt. kart 'Filet Thief the Shows were all about
there among ems eeeses. /ere otir the' Same 011.1 that a $7 Lunch was a
slactors sad pat' nt inedleines, but Little Existence is retina selT with .a
rrench Menii andi a. few lines of Ilre-_ neither did me lilt) geed.
'I heard of (Newer and h:s theory uni-Seltzer • in the Morning. We II
on dlter:Lros. and usikti 1,, r*Uatb.'11 to for years trying to get the Hanieler-
t.,.., his „hot.... I et„ eeie ,.,,,,k n, I leek on Istiz,r!eirel %%Mei it conies to
. a 'ash-In u y kettwe wh, se leiter..4 1' h r. suite. 3111 believe Cialis.r aittrr
thy right lit, it, for aftte taking es %- al it I. l'Ild the Teolteeiterserefitse 
to
erre bootee of the-New lereoseary mei get 
out of the Way-7 -
11!1-1.r Iliv stomatih is in fleet-elms eau- ' While. he 
was thus Medtlatitig he
eliteti. and tat! rheumatism has almeet ciltbe to 
It tleuting lit will' it4iieee waa
n bitteele shatie with a desks- Lime
have _te say.
A reporter who watched to aster-
tam, p•Awitile, some lisht on the
reasons for the immensity of Cooper's,
puree's, Int, rviewed abottt twenty of
les (lettere yesterday afternoon. The
statemeete made by thew, seen Inde
cote that Amides"' who claim that
'elotePer Is. merely a•pliasing fad. have
DO! looked into tlw facts.
!ken& of these etaltenenta we-re as
follows:
Mr. Mk•hael Broth-eget, living at
ION Clifton street. North Cambridge,
gatvi...- wan ealnum•ol'.e. said: "r
have had a iminful trziperlenve with
erheurnieteen mid eotestelt trouble. Th!
thstonatiam affiend my knees and
feet. wtech at times wi re so painfully
•Wollen that I eni1a1 rot bear my.
weetht upon them. and caused me a
great deal of suffering My stoma •11
WY* 1 out of ()e'er jest:1r appetite
mid decrees after meals- I t•itel both
4'fliT,"1., ii i"ol'ioem''rt. I "1"1 "1 v"  liOrdell. helliOd it. In 'the Ikehway of
and exPerteece utetruntile whatever.- ' the..Nalt..it lot sat * Rabe who wore
Aimee r eetensent wa.- made by 1S, a. heavy Fringe ot, lit.'Sulselateilery.
It. C fllark. who ees, at 44" Stfitamicen- Ahoy•e his Hefei Hemmed the symieet-
et (ii' 3$1,;0$14•. Canliitittit,c, Mails. NIT. fetal atorning-Clor,y. and tint fresh
Chsek said eMy. wife tee had eetatie tine-eta the throeilwortsi tvi,s ittiAgi.e..I
theutitelene:fol ten - Sears:it heralite Wills- the teeming Odor of the Store1
-10 had in one limb that -he coal% liot *Nee' be was erecokiog.-tfle leifile ber
be trusted Neuf on the str, et for tear spelled out the Long Words in it News-.
of ellen,: It caused her KTOR1 flIftPr- ' Pillier.
leg. and althemeh she nos irt,d n.orly I "There's a Three-Sheet of Content-
everything. she was unable to olosen went for you." said the weaty Mill -
-- permanent relief. /sire. "I wish I hail lik Snap. Noth-
else was persuaded t tev the new , lug to do exeept read &theta Crime ando
1,i.„.i.arso.oite.tormiteet in topsteh by watch ehe Squirrels. Ni' otlre to 4-3.1.1,
mir t,nor...r. mat the hr., bottle g.te„ hen op on the l'hone, No lying awatke 1
at Nights wondering what the .Attor.
;mop dime relief. In all elle has tak.0 ' ney-Ceneral is going to do W hen
todr bottles awl rete fc - is perfeet..s . he's  hungryall he he's to on I nIs'put, o
*ell- 'She My" all-  "'Mt to the I the Gel leiIe imil it few Radislies. and
Cnoper toed - 'in' s. I certainly *pert- i' milk tbeCow. No getting ell in at
elate the heneflt my ale has de ed I--"iv - - Annual Meters. No struggle to butt
for the- --n-se- of -11 '444 4''''T-sad- rliiro-Ilie lietnionartert- of the 'Elite.
do not hi state In re-pi:menet them How I envy .hitre."
to mop). ittifferIng ircin rbeums- So be approaches' the Man behind
thine." the Whiskers and greeted Mut cheer-
_ Otier statement!' taken f , oil) IhOPP fully. roe 
lie Get that he *ohm fain
it ho had wee:ems:Iv (red the melt- know the Secret of Tree Ilappinees.
teem seen $0 111'04 11131 (•.)01ter•S .!'I1P- i "You earp a reaseeest 
eeitit here,-
• ...1 throughout the ,emintry is gen.' said the Financier. 'You seem to be
taine .- . quite away from the hurry and turmoil,
of the World."
rativ,1 r %tr., DeWitt., at tire t me
vie,. pap-r..arr•exeenti.d Fool ....re
seeenleling were you neta
Mi. I). Yes, she
towser You Wen' i a 0 I.
war.
_Lawyer-And what arm- y In
atm?
Mr, 0.--Bankruptc). - - Philadel-
1*.hiaiTe le graph
A girl is never le love_ if she konws
why ,he te.-. 
MN YROM WOAD 47kiii TEMA
HOW TO DO IT.
.inyowe Can Mal e 144511.dgan1- Money
if Tbey Will (May Follow This
Mass Atlyke.
There is no denying.the fart that
the musitianis life la an 'am one. sea
it is getting more so every dey. They
are well paid and well treated, which
Is justly due them. There ts no other
. trade which compels you to pay fm
your experience. When you start to
. learn any other DrOtes$1011 you receive
a salary rigfit from the stare. No(*)
With the mumirime He must pay tot
his knowledge, and it Is only right
that he should reeelve good pay for
ids tierseree afterward. Would you
like to be a musician? You can. Al
you have to do Is give a few moments
of your Spare tithe each day to prac-
tice.
There 1! no one who has not some
talent for Music. *Om. have more
than others. They make artists, You
may make an artist.
Inquire at the- Broadway Music
Noose for full Information concerning
tbe free leetene gives with the won-
derful 4111)•90 mandolist sod guitars.
"Yes. It is very Lonesome." wee the
melancholy Reply.- "I slime.' like to
Bre on the Main Pike, telt fermi is too
high. As anon so I sell my Hoge I
hope to have a Theplitale installed.
PonietiMes three or. four Itays Swill
*lapse after _an. important _Prim,
ere I learn the Result. This failure (is
keep in Touch with Events Is very try-
ing to one who would be abreast of the
Times."
"Why should the Outside World cut
any lee with you)" demended the Mil-
lionaire. "Here you have a beautiful
Ittivan Retreat. The Hiram enrol in
the Treea. Nature Is ever smiling. Yeti
are ter removed from the earking
Cares, the hard Throwdowiis, anti the
Bunko elanlputations of the Conti-ber-
ets! World. Are you not ellilbitletir
"flow can I be when I read here In
the Weekly aboat a Newport Shinille
where they have IMO worth of Ire-
Cream? Why should I ride Horpeletek
when you





















-Why. you eoneateneted Chump, you
haven two-nore Paradises here and you
*Stet enow le" wed the City Man.
"I'd like to trade Places with you."
trade tiler anybody," said the
Rube. "I'm tired of this Dog's Life"
"You're our exclaimed the
'ler. "This is what I'll stake you to
have a Spring-Bed art& 4 Mai-
lman** and a Canopy. You can lie
thee* on the Husks and look at $441.-
am orth of Panienge by the Oitt
















-11.s. it is vitae Loersoer."
Detection melee' I hadhan -Appetite
The Automobile was a It until some
ef the New Machines began to Nee
me, and then P inst Internet. As seen
as it was Poised around thet I had
eSt'ff, I beennie a Murk for every
known Ceti Came, go I tightened up
anti refused to see Visitor', end every
me said I was a Snob, and the only
Friends I had were the Waiters I
tipped. So far tee I t•an clieeover. the
itnet•Head re-milting from the Bubbles
(lest cost $C-per Quart- is the mime old
Feeling that we used It*, get out of























"Say. I don't like to roast your Es-
tOalllStinient. tOit YOU hare got the
burnmest lot of Birds I ever listened
to," said the Financier. "Their Reper-
tory Is too fleeted. And that Cow has
a Menem theeds _soothing  for_a_Dap
two and then Nevem to suggest




Stenotony in the Antes of the Squir-
reel. Ait for the Weekly, I have read
4-041-thrempb-foor-timeas inelulteg tN1
4arsaparilla Ads, and along towards
the last the only thing that Interested
am was the Time-Table. I needed a
rood Rode and I've pad enough to
'net me fully 3 years. When 1- strike
lint Chub to-night, 1'11 simply sigg my
Name to the Card and have-lbem
bring in the whole Works crom Caviar
to Cafe Noir."
"I'm afraid there Isn't any such In-
stitution as a Paradise on Earth," re-
auirked the Rube.
"Oh, yea, there le," said the Million-
aire, "but we never find It twice_ in
the 10011P 14110r."
etOltAl.: A Complete Chance will
always do one Good and sometimes do
him to a mina.
01•PARINGI NOTES.
•
DOW" PVT IT Orli!
Until tomorrow what you can do today.
If you are suffering from a torpid liver
or constipation don't waft until tomor-
row to get help. hey is bottle of Herb-
tne .and get that Over working right.
Prompthess abobt health saves many
sick soon& Mrs. Ida Gresham, Pohl,-
Tex., writes: "I used Herhine In my
family for Mg tears and end it doss
all it define to do."
Said by J. It. OeblachlaMew, Land Brea.
and C. 0. /tiptoe,
"The world." moaned the pessitnist
"ea old and gray,"
"But It dyes and pomades and
seruces_owe_ declared_ the optinzi
.ind acts jest as chipper as It did
1.00.0 years ago."-Katietas City Jour.
A etrerti IS Thug
Will love nine. an will a bottle Of
Rellard'• Horehound Syrup always kept
On hand POVe many a *pellet sicknese
A eureure for coughs'. Cotes, Bron-
chitis and Whooping Cough. Mrs. s--,
Rot Morino,. Ark., writes: "I keep •
bottle of .1lard's Horehound Syrup In
Noy weelliethe chest; and thank my fore-
thought many times. It has prevented
PtiAnr Isevcra spells of sickness."
Sold by A. H. Oelesetelseger, Lang Brea
end C. O. Ripley.
IN METROPOLISINyEsTIGATioN
Mrs. Ott Dye, eho has been at work
at the Peoria insane aseitint, ha* re-
turned home,
Miss lellian Fox spent Sunday' Iii
Brookport with relatives.
Miss Mary Durfee. of Goko.d'a,
visited Miss Myrtle King SurldaY•
Frank McFadden and, wife f,
Sunday, 
,by 
ay.noinBrvinokiteiti porR td in
Dr. Plirnore Was nailed
vele Sunday.
le K. Meeaphin has ret
Cairo. where be attendee'
setool,
folJack Riddle, who 1






cane asylum and h,
the same.
COUTIVItIrt was •
James el and I
Paducah Tuestlae.
The copstitutions7ii
optioh law will be
March
One hundred have
at the Methodiet, rev'
was rung at 10 o'clo. -
the cetituil' mark was.
Ends in Committee Apologiz-
ing to Naval Officers,
Converse Says Hill and Sims Fur-
nished Source of Recent Maga-
zine Article,
THE RETTEititAHle ARTICLES.
Washington, Feb, 2 6.--- Expert.' in
naval constructions -- Rear Admiral
Converse, retired, presideut of the
board of construction, and Rear Ad-
miral Capps, chief of the bureau of
construction and repair--were before
the senate committee on naval affairs
In. Investigation of the (-barges
against the nit% y made by Henry Reu-
terdahl in a ri ent magazine article.
The charges were taken up in order
that they appeared in the article. and
at the conclugion of the extended rein
tationts by Admiral Converse it was
stated that the apologies of the com-
mittee were due the officers for hay-
leg called rtieni to answer such
charges. Chairman Hale assented to
this view and no .nieniber of the com-
mittee took iSbtle.
Ties incident at the conduction of
the first day's proceedtogs Is thought
to indicate that the inquiry will be
short.
The de.velopnwnt of principal infer-
emit In the testimony of Converse was
that tufo of the charges made by Reu-
terdahl were in language similar to
that used by Lieutenant Commander
Sims. naval aide to the president, and
Lieutenant Commander Hill on duty
with the general hoard of the nary,
in articles whili they prepared and
subtnitted to the eeeretary of the navy
at his request.
He disclaimed any purpose to indi-
cate that these arteles or statements_
rot the °Were had been inspiratiou
for Reuterdahes. attack upon the
navy. Nevertheless, these officers
are to be-ealled before the eqpnettee
In the Lear future.
Secretary Metcalf will also be a
eitnees. At the nasy department Our-
ir.g the dav Lieutenant Commander
11111 submitte4 to Secretary Metcalf
his reply to questiems addressed- him
and Sham as tp their knowledge of the
eource of Information alleged to have
been furnislud ureters who eiitecised
the eonetruetion features of the navy.
Hifi declines to discuss his reply.
was miterdahl Is now
eithindeniegie stee _thatimoste
with the battleship fleet on its cruise
to the Pagilic, haring been permitted'.
to 'start on the voyage before the pub-
Illation of hiwarticle.
0- Conrethlp Is PrPfelei P, marriage
moro so and alimony well, thist.a the
Pettit,
This Is Worth Readies.
Leo F. Zellnake of 68 Gibson St.,
Buffalo, N._Y., says: "I cured the
most annoying cold sore I ever had,
with Bucklea's •Arnk^a Salve. I ap-
plied this salve once' a day for two
days, when everi. trace of the tore
was gone." Heals all sores. Sold
under guarantee at all druggists, 2ec.
LOCAL OPTION_ ELFA'TION.
•
Petition Filed by Whisky Moe JD
%Vorren county.
--a
Howling Green, Ky., Feb. 26.-A
petition calling a local optionelection
In War en -county was filed today in
tilL 'he
In the city of Dowling Green last June
at which time the rite went dry by a
hia}ority of 224. •
it is said that this late' petition call-
ing for another election is a move on
the part of the whisky people. They
teme in another election to carry the
city of Bowling Green, thereby annuli
lag the June election.
EVEN FROM THE MottarTAtes
Ballard'. Snow Liniment is peered for
the good It does. A sure cure for
Rheumatism and all pains. Wright
• Levels'. Grand Junction, ".01.,
Writes' "I otted,Railard's Snow Lini-
ment last winter for Rheumatism and
can reeontrrend It as the best Liniment
On the market. I thought at the time
I was taken down with this trouble
that it would be a week before t ,otaof
get about, but on applying your Lint-
pent several times durin:, the night
I was ',bete In 4Il hours and well tn4
throe days-
Sold Sy A. It. Oehlsehlaeger. Lang Bros.
and C. 0. Ripley. .
In liankrupley.
In the District Court of the Unites
States for the Western District tet
Kentucky. in bankruptcy.
In the matter of E. Rebkopf, a
bankrupt.
On this 24th day of•FebruarY, A.
D., 190S, on oontddering the petition
of the aforesaid bankrupt for d
charge. tiled on the 17th day tJan-
uary, A. le, 1508, it ea ordered by
the court that a hearing be had upon
the sante on the 14th day of March.
e. D., I Ito st. before said court at Lou.
!ovine. In said dlitrIcLet..14 *Block
tfie tot-en/mt. ar- teli Otter therete aft
practicable, and that notice therettf be
published one lime in The* paeuege
Daily -Sun, a newspaleer prIntal
said district, ars that all known cred-
itors andeOttet persons in interest
me% appear at said time and .?lace
and tlites- cause. if any they have,
why the prayer of said petittoner
simile not be granted.
Witness the Honorable Walter E%
ans, judge or void Court, and the weal
thereof, at lemeldellks. in said disteet,
on the 211h day of rel•roary, A. D..
1108.‘ A. if. 1RONA14). (.3eek.





OF TWO STATES PROMISE TO
ATTEND RED MEN'S DAY.
July Pourth win Be Interstate Ammo-
elation Meeting at Paducah.
Great Sachem* G. W. Thompson. of
Illinois. and Robert Lee Page, of
Kentucky are expected to attend the
meetepg of the Red Men to be held at
Paducah July 4 and both officials will
be on the program for addressee.
The executive committee has not
yet derided whether the meeting will
last two days oe be confined to one,
but should the visitors stay over
night in the city an elaborate ban
quet •vill be given them by the Padu-
cah lodge.
• The interstate association was or.
gan:zed last -July at Metropolis and
consists tel all the lodges in southern
Illinois ad western Kentucky.
A Greet Owings.-
"Boy. what has become of your poor.
blind, begging father that used la___Aug
iro-nad-berif
"You see, be got a lot of money whets
granddad died and now lee isn't leind
any more."-elleggfoulortee Walter.
A user
Should be sunshine in the house, and
will be if you gtve it Whites Cream
Vermlfuge, the best Worm meditlitte
offered to nattering humanity. This
remedy in becoming the pt.rr,anent fix-
ture of all households. A mother with
children can't get along orithout a bot-
tle of White's Cream Vermituge In the
house.
Sold by J. IL Ceehlsehlaeger. tong erne
and C. 0. Ripley.
_ Mrs. Stlibbe (reading) -
some of the suites on these ew
!antics litlf.rs cost $2t45ee for a s' frie
voyage.
Mr. Stubbs-11'm! Now I know
what they mean by "high sead."-
Chicago News":
Lots of men would be worse than




These are the foundations upon
whkDWe are 'Wilding success.
Our Buries are groomed to the
pink of obndition always and our
equipment the hest, yet our
privOls are extremely reasonable.,
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Wild Goat In Europe.
The common wild goat is almost
extinct in Europe-even irom the
Alps, where he used to be commonly -
fourrd. The Piedmont me:Write:NI aP-
pear to be hls last refuge, and even
there be has to be proteeted in the,
royal park of Gressoney, where about
300 bead are preserved.
One or two of the cantons are 







been ntade, but the animal does
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large depositors and serried
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NIGATN FROM 7 TO 8 OVLOOK.
The Best Carriage
SOITiC8 In Paducah
Viu get Mint-biome, well
appointed ca r r i &can
when I serve yo,u We
give promt personal ate
tentlon at all times,































must beautiful arid impressive




to 6:00 and 700 to
Six Great Scenes
win, believe In affection
bepee and eodures and is
who believe in the beauty
strength n' womafi's devotion,
to the mournful tradition
Still mow by the pines of
to the telt 0110's' In A roadie,
home of the happy.''
BETROTHAL FEAST





--HER LAST HOPE --AT
- EVANGEL/NE FIND@













































TRH BUN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
IWOOWPOWATED.
Y. W. 111111ER. Presidia&
IL S. PAXTON. General 'foamier.
notaired the at Pedaled'.at postollice
XL. aa -second clam matter.
sunsallivriton HAIM&
THE DAILY OM
By Carrier, per week ea .10
My mall, per month, In advance.. .11
Mia matt. per year, in advance ....81.411
THE laYEKLY sue.
For year, by mall. postage Pete • •111-00
Adheres* THE MTN. Paducah. Ey...
atm 118 South Third. Phone nit
Payne It Totted. Chicago aad New
Soria repreemitadvea
THE NUN cm be found at the follow-
ing places.














1 3891 17 3765
2 3888 18 3768
II 3891. 20 3778
4 3894 21 1781
4 3899 22 2778
T 3900' 23 3825
8 3790 24 3870
I 379e 25 3874
20 2806 27 3864
11  111101' 28 8871
13 8796 29 3873
14 3'88 . 80 3813
16 3796 81 3822
16 3766
Total 103,390
Average for January. 1908....3829
Personally appeared before me, this
February 3d, 1008, R. D. MacMelen,
business manager of The Sun, who
affirms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of January, 1908, Is true to
the best of his knowledge and belief.






"They who expect to find Christ in ;
heaven must first find Him among ;
Men." 1
I
The vindictive newspaper, which. I
declared there•would be a great sea- I
Ration its connection with the settle- I
ment of Sheriff Ogilvie, and that it i
would "scoop" The Sun yesterday, en- I
erely overlooked the fact that the
settlement was made yesterday, and I
that not a flaw was found in the I
sheriff's account. 4
I_____
CH-E NEWS DEMOCRAT'S FAKE. '
When The Sun seeounced Monday t
hat It was unable to verify, the story '
k bout A. W. Merritt. of Lovelaceville, t
)eing attacked by night riders and t
°sing his tobacco, and pronoucteed t
ne tale "without foundation In fact," t
here was no intention to reflect on t
he integrity of the News-Democrat. E
Yhich published the story, and. care
sas exercised not to mention the I
ii, per or call the story a "fake." be- a
.ause we believed the Newe-Democrat 1
A as honestly deceived, and because e
we could not believe that a Paducah P
!iewspaper would deliberately pro- a
mulgate a falsehood indicating the I
presence of a 'oarless element in Im- '
mediate proximity to Paducah. The
Sun, however, was compelled to refer 1
to the story. because it had gained a
-1Tulation through original publics- !
lion and by word of mouth, and It. '
riwn ,itbe rifers hiel h.-a.rd the start- c
ling news that r.Zrit riders were at c
Jar very door, ---J 
, T
a
For the information of its sub- c
Iceberg The Sun scoured Ballard,
Carlisle and Graves counties for news i
0 the alleged outrage. A tobacco t
Meeting. which the Newe•Democrat r
missed was held at La Center Satur- v
lay, and no one there heard of it. a
Farmers gathered at Lovelaceville, a
Ind no one mentioned it there. Re- d
porters for The Sun interviewed awe t
nation and independent-planters from 0
ill over that section, and every ac- b
Went -of the outrage was traced d
straight back AO the News-Democras. a
since. We know, too, that planters r
!tom that section -have Inquired of c
;he News-Democrat about the burn- 0
,ag, because they can learn of it from
to other source,
But since the News-Democrat has t
Men fit to take up the controversy s
Hid insists that its story was corral. •
repeating the name of the alleged r
victim, we are happy to say that, not
iniy- Is there not a scintilla of truth
.n the story in any particular, bui
hat no lech person an that mentioned
n the NeweDemocrat exists.
We challenge the 'News-Democrat
a produce the mate whose tobacco /
was burned, or to corroborate the
tory by the statement of a single
sersen residing Ire the LOvelaceville I
ection. • '
The News-Demo( rat has put Itself I
it bad with the honest, law abiding I
tenter. of our neighboring eountl*, I
the with patience have taken the
ironer legal means to redress what-
ver wrongs they have suffered, and 1
io more grievous wrong has been
lone them than this pereistent false- I
mod. . 1
1_.--
THE IliflitPlit POLITIC/1, 1
It is one glimpses Poe stid then
het we get of contemporary deolo- '
1
linine, but those gurepospi reveal to us
'
• 7-',1119•9[1,..1,1=.•11. 
soteelthiag of the big thisgs that-eas•
transpiting in the world, especially
the eastern world. In those glimpses,
we see the Cn.ted States .plaYingi
great part: and a back ward Waal* ,
shows us that this country has der I
been the real doinibating term In the.'
oriental awakening. Great questions
are forcing themselves on the admits-
istratiou at Washington. and tortu-
tsetse". we have had great men there
to attend to them. Questions; more
momeetous that of tariff revision are
being grappled with by Minds above
petty politics. Men like John Hay
and Elihu Root have done their share
to make two administrations notable,
and when' the people of this country
think of changing administrations at
Washington, It is well to look at these
Wags, and ask, can the neer execu-
tive command the services of minds
and hearts capable of handling those
mighty problems?
Pantie have asked why Root is
kept in the cabinet, when he has dis-
played an inclination to resign. A
patriotic sense of duty keeps him
there, at a sacrifice of wealth and a
sacrifice of health. Men like John
Hay, who gave up his life for the
work, and Elihu Root compose a lim-
ited product Its any century. Root's
place could scarce be filled. •
Just now we learn from Washing,
ton that the government is about to
protest against Japanese aggressions
in Manchuria. It is not a warier.
threat. Only Moral suasion will be
used, we are assured, and yet the in-
cident throws some light on the tea.
eon for our naval display in the east.
• light that reveals somewhat the
meaning of Secretary Taft's words:
"The oriental mind requires a show
of force." The demonstration is not
for the eyes of Japan. but for the
eyes of China'. The mission of the
fleet is not war, but peace. China
has complained at Japanese conduct
on the mainland. and her appeal was
directed to the United States, against
the very nation, which, it was said.
would organize a Mongolian alliance
against the Caucasians.
It was the United States that, first
opened the ports of Japan to the
world; it was the United States, which
returned. to China the Indemnity ex-
acted after the Boxer rebellion; and
It was the United States, which pre-
reed the Integrity of. China at a
time, when all Europe was clamoring
or a slice, and has stood Srmly by
hat policy ever since. It is as chain-
ton of that cause that the United
trees has been called on by Mae to
Interfere in, Manchuria, and Europe
looks to us for the initiative. America
s the only country, whose motives
_.1 41,..ertleirtled withfrsuspicion at
resent by the Chinese, and this fact
s a wonderful triumph for the "shirt
lete-e- diplomacy of Uncle Sam over
he artful Japanese. .
It was Japan that engineered the
Raton boycott. Perhaps Japan last'.
uted tbe immigration trouble ,n
rder to involve China In a confect-
ion with the United States: but the
lots to British Columbia. that drew
reat Britain. Japan's al:y, into the
quabble, ended that it4tie with em-
arrassment to Japan. It is said even
hat Japan's conduct has frightened
e Filipinos into submiseiveness to
he Protidence that threw them under
e protect.ng care of the United
thates. -
China makes a great ally. With a
undred millions of men to form an
rmy, once aroused and directed by
aster hand, she would be a terrible
oerny in the orient. Japan will be
ood while we "stand in" at Pekin,
nd we shall maintain our standlog so
Ong as we keep able men at Wash-
ngton.
Along with this diplomacy the
resent administration has takes- the.
ond logical step, after the initia-
lise of Mr. Hay, and undertaken the
evelopment of our foreign trade by
ourting the favor of South Ameri-
an and oriental countries, through a
lky of absolute honesty and fair
ealing. and by developing our mer-
hant marine.
There is a deal of politics of one
lad and another being diecussed
hese exciting days, but let us not
get that there are things above
litres In our national government.
nd that the commercial supremare
s well as the honor of our country
epends on how well these Interns-
onal questions are met and disposed
f. Roosevelt has the reputation of
leg a great politicians, and he is
emonotrating, that fact to tee traf-
kers, who are opposing his internal
forma; but, be it said to his credit,
e state department, is wholly re-
moved from -eirtisan polities.
That Antarctic polar auto mopede
ion may get some 'Information of
lueby leterviewing participants in
e . New York-to-Paris endurance
ace.
THE JORICSMITH.
If a man is henpecked. It .is be-
ams. he deserves to Wee.- ,
,
"I bear that your husband kg ovine-
fly le, Mrs. 'tie." -said Me. Ginuuery.
'Yes, be is He oritIclies the doctor.
nd he criticises the auras and he crie
leas me. Oh, he's critically ill, an
Ight."—Judge.
"Now, all we want from you is a
ralght story." said the lawyeo
"Mr." retorted the witness, "per-
ape you are get aware that I am ,a
rentleetit politician In this eommun-
ty, and your Insinuation constitute.'
alPront." •
"Pardon me." replied the hawser
'No effierese intended "Just tell as
neat a straight story as )iou can."
TILL PADrC A11 ET1: NA:BEG SIM
The Spoilers.
Itto WU L. eisACJILI
Chiggylight Eali. by Wax DOW111.
,(0swilimeet1 teem last Owass.)
Early to bed and early to rime was
perforce the motto of Its grimy 'rca.
who lived near by. Tonight they were
just retiring when stayed by • punt
mans at their door. The engineer
opened it to admit what appeared to
his astonished eyes to be a Krupp eau-
non propelled by a man in yellow oiled
clothes and white cotton mask. This
weapon assumed the proliocious of a
greet one eyed monster. which settee
with baleful fixity at his vitals, giving
hint a eold and empty feeling. Away
back heyorid this Cyclops of the Right
less Orb were two other strangers like-
wise equipped.
The fireman arose from his chair,
dropping at. empty siset, with a thump;
but. being of the west, without cavil
or waste of wind he =bed his
hat ids above his head. eng on
one foot to keep his pnsbod member
from the damp door. He bad unbuc-
kled his bee, and now, loosened be the
movement. his overalls seemed bent on
sinking goorward in an ecstasy of
abashment at the intrusion, whereupon
with eonvulaive-gires he bugged them
to their there one hand aria foot stilt
elevated as • hough in the grand hailing
sign of some secret order. The other
man was new to the ways of the north,
so backed to the limit of his quarters.
laid both hands protectingly- upon his
middle and doubled up, remarking fer-
vidly:
-Don't point lhat damned thing at
my stomneh."
"ha, hal' 'outlier' the annum wit,
unnatural teeters*. "Hare your 'blue
boys." - - -
ain't re joke." said the fore-
most figure. its breath bellying out the
mask at its month.
-Sure it insisted the shoeless one.
"Meat be. We aiu't got MythIng
worth stealing."
"Get tato- your clothes and come
aloree We won't hurt you.- The two
obeyed and were taken to the sleerring
retiree and there instructed to produce
a. full head erste:en In thirty minutes
or stiffer a premature taking off and a
prompt elision from the realms of asp-
plied mechantes. As stimulus to their
efforts two of the men stood over them
till the engine began to nob and sigh
rehtetautly. Through the gloom that
curtained tbe crab they saw other den
forms thatetiallaiug and elierelistest
kettle on to the ears behind: Then, as
the steam gauge touched the mark.
the word was glven, and the train
rumblaa.eat-from.lts-snaltsz,-Its-abriti
plaint at erarb and crowing whipped
away and drowned in the atonic.
Slapetek remained ih the (alb. gun in
lap, _while Dextre. climbed back to
Glerdster. He found the young man In
good spirits, despite the deeomfort of
his exposed position, and striving to
light his pipe behind the shelter of his
coat
"Is the dynamite aboard" the old
man mestimed. • . -
"Sure. Enough to ballast • battle--
ship"
As the train crept out of the eamp
and across the river bridge. its only
light or glimmer the smith% that 'were
snatched and harried by abe blast. the
Partners sealed themselves on the pow-
Ser cases and conversed guardedly,
while about" them sounded the low
murmur of the men who risked their
ell %mod this cry to duty, who staked
their lives and futures upon this haz-
ard of the bills, because .they thought
It right.
"We're mAe a good fight, whether
we win or lose tonight." said'Dextry.
Roy replied, "My fight is made and
"What does that mean?"
"'"Hy hardest battle had nothing to
do with the Midas or the mines of An-
il'. I fought and conquered myself."
"Awful wet night for pbtiosophy,"
the first remarked. "It's apt to sonrion
you like milk in a thunderstorm.
Spose you put overalls an' gum boots
oo some of them Boston Ideas an' lead
'en) out where I ean look 'em over an'
end out what they're up to."
"I mean that I was a savage till
met Helen Chester and see made it
man of me. It took sixty dust but I
think she did a good job. I love flit.
wild things just as mush as ever. but
I've learned that there are duties a tel
low owes to himself and to other peo-
ple, If he'll only stop and think them
out. I've found out, fix), that the right
thing Is usually the hardest tit do. Ob.
I've improved a lot."
"Gee, but you're popular 'with your-
self. I don't Fee as It helps your looks
any. You're as homely as ever-an'
what good does It do you, after all?
She'll marry that big guy."
"I know. That's what rankles, for
he's no more worthy other than I am.
She'll do whatel right, however, yeti
may depend npon that and perhaps
she'll change him the way she did me
Wily, she worked a miracle in my at
titude toward life- -my manner"-
eerie your manners are good enough
as they lay," internipted the other.
"You never dill eat with your knife."
"I don't believe in harakiri." Glen-
later laughed.
"No. when It comes to intimacies
with decorum, you're right on the job
along with any of them easterners. I
watched you close at them 'Frisco
hotels last winter -and, say, you know
as much as a horse. Why, you was
wise to them tehiewares and pickle
forks equal to a head waiter, and it
give me confidence Net to he with you.
I remember putting milk and sugar In
my consomme the first time. It was
pale and in a cup and looked like tea.
but not you. No, sir! You savyied
plenty •nie expeeted a lemon into
you're to clean your fingers T reckon."
Roy slepeeel his partner's wet back,
for he wits buoyant and elnted The
sense of nearing clangor pulsed through
tem like wine
"That wagn•teerst what I ssaangbut_ _ _ _
a
"The Blood is The Ins."
Science has never guns beyond the
shove simple statement of wripture. But
It baa Illuminated that sietement and
(tee' Its& meaning ever broadening vete
the increasing breadth of knowledge.
Wheo the blood IS *bad- or impure It
is not alone the body which suffers
through disease. The brain is also
clouded, e mind and judgement are
toil, al ny an evil deed or impure
tho ght thy traced to the
nee of the b F impure Wag
ter's
an be made nu by lee of 
Pe 'o 
mnricWe$.z-d et the blexi  thereby 
curing, pinapes, blotches, eruptions and
other cutaneous affections, as eczema,
tetter, or salt-rheum, bees and other
manitestatious of impure blood.
* P •
In the cure qf scrofulous swellings, ale
iarged glands, open eating ulcers, or old
sores, the Oolden Medical Discovery 'has
performed the most marvelous cures. In
eases of old .area, or open eating ulcers,
It is well to apply to the open sores Dr.
Pieroe's All-Healing Salve, which pos-
eases wonderful heeling potency want
used as an application to the sores in eon-
junction with the use of 'Golden Medical
Diseevery•as a blood cleansing coristi-
tutIonal treatment If your, druggist
dare happen to have the "Ali-Healing
Salve • In stock, you can easily procure It
by Inclosing fifty-four cents in postage
stamps to Dr. R. V. Pierce, 663 Main St.,
Buffalo, N. Y., and it will come to you by
return post. 'Most druggists keep it as
well as the 'Golden Medical Discovery.*
•tie BBB 61
You can't afford to accept any medicine
of unknown rempoettios as a stihstitute
for 'Golden Medical Discovery," which la
a medicine Or anoint COMPOSITION,
having a complete list of ingredients in
plain English on' his bottle-wrapper, the
same being attested immerse under oath.
Dr. Pierre's Pleasant Pellets regulate
and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels.
ft goes. Ray, Rive-win-bock our mine,
we'll hit for New YOtt next. eb?"
"e4e. I don't aim to Mingle with no
bleber civilization than I got in
'Frisco. I use that word 'higher' like
It was applied to meat. Not that I
wouldn't seem apropos. I'm stylish
enough for Fifth avenue or anywhere..
but I like the wegt. Speokin' of modes
an' styles, when I get all lit up in that
gray woosted suit of mine, 1 guess I
make the jaded sightseers get up an'
take notice, eh? Romethin• dole' every
minute In the causer' of necks, what?
Nothin' gaudy, but the acme of neat
IMMO an' form, as The feller said who
*old it to me."
Their common peril brought time
friends together again, into that close
bond which had been theirs without
taterruptkin until this recent change
in the taunter hell led lea to retoose
pethat at•variance wilt the old man's
Ideas: and now they epoke, heart to
heurt, In the half eseissue. half *sting
ways otold, while betieath each...when
steal irony was that mutual love and
understanding which -had consecrated
their partnership.
Arriving at the aid of the road, the
vigteentis debebeleol add' went Hee the
esteems of the estryee behind their
.eeiader. to whom the trifle were famil-
iar.' lie bade them pane, timely end
gore his last instructions.
-They are on the alert, so you want
to be careful. Divide into two parties
and eke* in from both sides, creeping
as near to the picket.; as possible with-
out discovery. Remember to with for
the last blast. When It comes, mitt
loose and charge like Sioux. Don't
shoot to tie at first, ter they're only
soldiers and under orders, but if they
:tatild  well" 
every man must do his
work."
-
Dextry appealed to the dini'llguree
forming the circle.
"I leave it to you, rents, If It ain't
better for we to go Inside than for
the boy, rye had mere experience
with giant powder. an' I'm so blame!
This is one of the
I new styles fur spriing
and it is very,,srace-
ful and distin:ti
Our display -of hats is
very complete and we
should like for yon to
drop in any day, soon,
an let us show you our
offerings. There is an
art in finding the right
hat for each man and
we feel confident it is
an easy a rid pleating
matter to do so here.
We are dislebuters
for The Stetson, The
Roelof!' and Thu
Yonman.
Note our window dup/ayf.
I LI 31 see •14.1.
415 se4IrnilisE.R.011DWA Y
OuniTTUSrib tir i:ANDema
used up au' near SODS It wouldn't hurt
If tbey did get we, while he's right is
his prime"-
filenlater stopped him. "I won't
yield the privilege. Coma now-to
your places. 110.11.-
They melted away to each side cline
the old prospector paused to wring his
partner's hand.
"I'd rtrtber it was me. lad, but If
they get you-God help 'em" He
stumbled after the departing shadow's
leaving Rof alma. With his naked
fingers. Gleulater ripped open the
powder eases and secreted the contents
upon his person F.acti cartridge held
dynamite enough to devastate a vii
tape, and be loaded them Inside his
pocket& Inside his shirt and every-
where that he had room, tin be was
burdened and cased in an ,armor one-
hundredth part of which could have
blown him from the fare of the earth
so utterly as to leave no trace except,
perhaps. a pit ripped- out of the ruoun•
tan able, lie looked to his fuses ane.
saw tbat they were wrapped In oil
paper, then placed them In his hat.
Having finished, be set out, walking
with difficulty under the weight be
carried.
That his choice of location had been
well made was evkleticed by the fact
that the ground beneath his feet elop-
ed away to a basin oft 6( which hash-
bled a spring. It furnished the drink-
ing supply of the Midas, and he knew
every inch of the crevice it had worn
down the mountain, so felt his way
cautiottell'ag, time bottcata  tin'
hill where it ran out upon the level it
had worn a considerable ditch through
the 'soil, and into this be (Taxied ou
hands and knees. Ills bulging clothes
handicapped this Po that his gait was.
slow and awkward, while the rain had
swelled the streamilel till it trickled
over his selves and up to has wrists,










The sale of alum foods
has Lecn made illegal in Washington and the District of Colum-
bia, and alum baking powders are everywhere recognized as
injurious. To protect yourself against alum,
when ordering baking powder,
Seri/ -
ROYALBAKINGPOWDER
and be very sure you get Royal.
Royal is the only Baking Powder made from Royal Grape
Cream of Tartar. It adds to the digestiLility and whole-
someness of the food.
ed and his very hones cried omit with
it. The sharp schist cut into his palms
till they were shredded and bleeding.
while his knees -found-every- Jewell 
I 
RAILROAD NOTES
bit of bedrock over which be dragged
himself. He could not see an unit's
length ahead without rising. au+ har-
ing rimoved his sileirer for greater
freedom of movement, the rain beat
upon his beet till he was a:eked and
sodden aud felt 'strew:thew cleaving
downward between his ribs. Now and
again be squatted upon his haunches.
straining lila eyes to clew& side. The
banks were barely high enough to
shield him. At last he eater to a bridge
of planks spantem the Arndt and was
otiose to rear hituself for another look
When be stelcieuly flattened Into ,the
stream bed, half damming the waters
with Wa body. It was for this he had
**careful's- wrepped Ns taut's-A man
passed Over him so ethee above that he
might have t ttttt tiled hint The sentry
paused • few pare* beyond and accost-
ed another, then retetteed tea, reeve
ovetelhe --bridge= I:OW-ail tiler- was
the picket line. PO Loy wormed his
way forward till he saw the mackor
blackness of the mins buildings'. then
drew lititmelf:- seepplegreewteleisre-tbe
bank. He bet eno the gentlet sasele
(Oostlimed to swat tosoo.)
YOU DON'T HAVE TO wArr
Every doe/ snakes yew teeniest... Les-re
keeps your whole Intents@ right. Sold es the
viosey-beek plan eewiTerisere. ?mein cents.
SAWS WAY OFT OP WRECK.
Osrpeseer Caught l'ader Falling Wail
Hem-um Himself. - •
Nashti le. Tenn.. Feb. 26.—Eph-
raini Hill and William Scarborough.
employes,of James le Howell. a con-
tractor. were caught by a section of
the wall of the Nashville Spring *no
Mat(ress cam-pony, which feil into
Howell's shop, building baying'
been badly damaged by fire Satur
day. .
Scarborough had a saw In hls hand
Abe-e-rilipit- .ais., rtte-iwnewt trim
self out.
Hill managed to crawl out, though
badly bruised. About $1,000 darting,-
wise awe In the carpenter shop.
st:COND THAW TRIAL tillEAP.
_.,
The Total I.:miense of tee illeasine
Amounted to 51.34•2.
iliam H. Ricketts. in charge of juries
New York. Feb. 26e-Ciptain Wil-
/
in the supreme court, lei. had per-
sonal charge of the Thee jury der-
.ng the second trial, received all the




$.4.302. This was divided
The Knlikerbocker hotel charged
-for the twenty rooms occupied and
rromis furnished wijh all incidental/4
13.2 • the item of carriage hire for
the tri o and from 'the criminal
collies' building amounted to 1641,
and the downtolva lunches c t $439._ 
""allsellsrambea
. Chummy, Vowelise RI
So unafraid are hummingbirds of
Man That they will readily miteteopen
windows of houses, If they ,pee flowers
within. I have even read orthele vas.
eine the artificial Rowers on a lady's
hat when she was walking out, and
ether writers speak of their taking ett-
gar front between a person's lips. In
a •room they became maimed, and,
being so frail, are apt to figure them-
selves by striking against objects.
MOTS than once I or members of my
fawn)* .haTe caught the frightened lit-,
tie' welts for their own good and re-
leased them In the open air. It is Of
no tne to try to keep them in captivity
unless, patently, it were in a green-
house where there were plenty of
flowers, for no artificial food has over
been found which will nourish them.
Yet even there they sometimes kill
themselves by flying against' the elem.
- -Front "Experience With Hoinniinor
Birds," by H. K. Job, In the °sting
Maguire. for December. •
It Isn't what a woman Rays, Sort
how she looks when she says it, th4f
ngtita,
vaudeville. and his effortaare appre-
4 clated by the ninny atuutsernent seek..
m' wile fled in !!lit etue• playespuse.
their greetest entertainment. Mena-
.is,r %Timms promises an even better
Master Mechanic J. hi. Nash has program for nett week. whkb in-
returned (tom Metnish s. whore he it. ; •ludea Ilre\en and Drown, comedy
tended the staff meeting of tiuuerlu- ,I•ketch artists. 'fetes St smart and Co.,
tends.nt Ma Court. int a Arsenide playlet, Earl Metlurs•,
elate Lindsey. a well known bag- novelty Equillbrist„ Mos-tiler,
gage ismint with a run isetWiirn 14suis- I uthistrei uoine.tlan. _Musical • Ittrane
vile and Meuipti!s, resumed his runiatat new illustrated rotors awl moving.
icaiteday alter a six we, kao' :lineal, of jp'etureb.
malaria.
Abe Latut„ foreman of the gravel!, 1111111(11' rr 111'111F:1k
pit owned by the N., C. & St. L.. at;
Murray, Was in the city today. * jPre..kbeet itoone%eli Attead..
Jimmy Melvin. the lice time kve-p•i of M'eshInglues
Sr in the cars department, .tre gun hist
work bibs IJI order that ffie may .ta-1 - Weablictor.h.n. /Pat t. --The_ funeral
rnitiertse himself with the dates °fief tileitep Selterlee wiet bred Itt tbe
the place helots. Luke iturrads1 issee.p.otentalit Cathedral of ere .tiseentsion_
the office to taks Frunk The-amide after which the body oss taken tit lb.'
place as sitef clerk is the insister ear catheJral anal laid to rest in the little
-Itrtrret I-TN-Mere.- - te—flereelteltter a netts* t h.. re . The lutist...Pelee set -
mitivires la....lts be round house was conducted ny Bishops Pot'•t.
irsf• New York, Gail'-. of Teaneweee,..•
sri ,Mack ay -alai' h - Penn -s !vents .
l'itTST11.--11trtrott: -Lres -ertnTett. -trY- the iseerteet -of ekes-
' npeseope: tenet otr..1 sincrig ti‘ .hoir
tHitier. Excellent 11111 of Vatele• file i Anion g the tuoierni-r., ere,
This Niel, Itoo•ev..:i •
The 01-.01 theater. %bleb has rn• t
with venter fever .irree opretitiw
two months ago, lies sirtick popu'ar
cord ii tin' b:II ogeri d this tireck So
tail) acts arm' s:.ke ; a
more II:1 a•ilts: progtant
eult to arrat.,:e.
WC. and Barron, who Op the Nil.
off ..r• it li.:ar.ons shit erf;tled th.• "In
surance Agent '• The% tk:ust. male
niore than good. Cloalt-r mai Moon
bathd as tlie two (lancing eeceetraince
at, anota•-r fect!stre and rounds of iip-
platim. greet Ito r every appearance
The Oblnian Trio, who %ere' hetie a
law wises age, returned ate' ace a
eicasing hit on the' wake hat Men-
ages- Williams. of the CrteteIC is ere




• Itersouted Hal Thal Iteeulsed Os. Hie
!Knight Thee Wreck.
Rethtlin, tr. 26. --Waiter W
.r-•••. a wood rhpper. Whose. home i.
!a. Franke. Junction, Mo inosiesmel
to ellseuri Pacific rallwas offtieeis
here that he remoted the tail friers
the track on the top of Otters Ilie 1411;
on losiday night last that resiiited It
; the define:lig ef a freight ITI:11 froth
Louis Co* said he had Inteaded
'0 arts* old rob the fast Missouri
lestowati.r11)-81. Lout. pros. n'
g. r Dain No. 4', %Muh bat due e l
Otierville a few minutes aotter thr
'freight _wr'- I • I
I RACK UP YOUR ..... --GRAY MATTER WITH COUPON BOND
One year or fifty years from now, your Letters in
other people's tiles will look as well as t!le day they
were received if they are written on
taDIEL@NkgriDgME
cotnioN BOND betters by age, because it is made slowly.
  You cannot hasten the process of paper
making Rad, get as good a paper as by the old slow method. Ym,
have to build a sheet of paper. That is wily a blin4 man could
tell a sheet of Coupon Bond in a ream of other papers
The ''feel" would tell him the character of the paper. Its
strength and surface would tell the story of slow, careful manu-
facture.
lack ap Tear Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
No paper is too good for letters that have to count. Try it for
voiiNk.lf. Make an experiment. uet a month's supply of
Coupon Bond from your printer anti cheek up results.
































l'HE PADUCAH EVZISUNG SUN
•
THE LOCAL NEWS
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400Ie
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Forme for real estate agents for
sale at this office.
-Mr. II. C. Hollins has left the
city for a few months, and I have ac-
t.4 , mulred an Interest in his busluees and
shall look after It for hire. Any in-
formation with reference to any
branch of it will receive prompt at-
tention if you will call up The Sun
yam Both phoaes 368. E. J Piz-
t.
• 
-Dr. Warner, yeterInsrian. Treat-
ttot of domestic animals. Bothones 1%1.
-we can give you tile finest car-
riagea In the city for wedding, ball
Sod theat, r Opr prices are low-
" c s %er than 'hope etarged for like gender"
In any city in America. Our service
is second to none, and the best Int this
City. Palmer Tranafer Company.
-Rubber stamps made to order.
Mutsvrtor price markers, brims and
• a aluminum -checks of all kinds. Rub-
her stamp accessories. The Diamond
Stamy Works, 115 South Third street.
Phones 358.
-The New York World almanac
for 194)J Just received at It. D. Clem-
eats & Co.
--Carriage .worli of all kinds.
Painting, repairing, rubber tires, etc.
Spring waguns made to order. We
are offering special inducements for
early orders. Sotton Sign Works.
Phone 4-01.
__Tee-eeston Sign Works has Li-
stened an oMeo,at 297 Kentucky eve-
sue. 04 phone 629.
- subaertbers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
Papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requests direct
• 6- The San office. No attenUdi wilt
sir Os paid to •uob orders when given
*to carrion, Min Publishing Co.
%au want a nice lawn sower *
Brunton
.
's lawn grass seed. Flower
aced that grow Boolean's Flower
. Shop, 529 Bioadway.
-Place your. orders for wedding
hiritations at home. The 
es. is
owing as great an assortment is
• pee will And anywhere. at prices
Mach lower than yea will have ko
Bay elsewhere.
The 41.4. n *sub hoses to be
• plated on lisruaftwai 
between First
and allth tarots. will, he ready
heal week and will be elated in po-
• ' atticra by tar street latipector. The
trait placed 'it the boater during the
64ay will be removed at night s.i!
hauled away.
--,lifting -Foam* Thompson. !Sol
Jeffereon es! vet. fy11, at the skating
• iriuk loot night and spraasid her left




...evalralotriti!, "Iltri. -t.6.! in-- r s aury was dressed.
• -- Dupree Terry. a colored boy
isbout .. %Cat* old, was taken from
Ina home near Sixth and Tennessee
streets yeirterdsy afternoon by Patroll
men Henri Seaman, on • (tinge of
lonary. The bay was struck on the
head s short time ago, sad when he
fgas attacks he wretches. Melia and
netts He will be tried before Judge
LI vitt fuot .-  _
The staff of the ingleelde Rebec-
ca lodge a It meet tonight at the hall
at 7:30 o'clock.
--The leap year party advertised
for Friday night at the Ardisorium
r:nk has been tiotittiontd -until Satur-
day night .
-- The Mite sawicty'of the Evangeli- . .
cal chtioh will tneet Thursday after-
deem with Mrs. L 47.ouie lailk, 3 South
rd street
a. .
s I Ai Nosy Theater.
Don't 1.1 1 to See. Trip Through Yel-
low Stone l'ark, Ilte greats-to natural
park cc .he warld. In a moving pict• words In length. Deeertion and *m-
ate. Showing lakee. hotel. raillrO4Palerviihre us. rg 
intoxicants aro woo.,
and toa s st' in full action. Ail Primal lated ag the prluiary cause of the
suit. but (hares of cruelty and speci-
fic charge. of attempts to OM. the
pteintiff with a revolver and sloe
poker are made.
N'illiamleicider, the plaintiff, is. a
eriiside. kis lower limbs are de-
formed by Hosumatisim and he entitles
about with- much agility by tho use of
a tour-legged stool. An Intunettnn Is
asked restraining Mrs. Yielder from
diaposIng of property to the amount
of $16.4000.
Mvs. Folder is a candidate for tao
election as eutirs•me 'rtoorder of the
t loyal Nei/Oleos at the meeting to be
* iheld in Chieago during the month of
:May. .
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
itearatinal lieneert Lard theetiag.
A large and most appreciative audi-
ence greeted Mrs. Carrie Rothschild
aapinsky, of Louisville, last evening
Iii her charming song recital at the
leatties' auditorium. Mrs. Sapinsio
All the cases Judge L. P. Little, of was presented by the Matinee Music&
Owensboro, was commissioned to try club, which has *cored. a number, of
were disposed .of' this morning and notable musical successes since the
the special judge \a the beach
and Judge -Heed again took charge.
ludgel.ittle returned to his honie at
Owexisburo today. He was highly
complimented by the members of the
bar. .
'The suit of -Effie L. Leigh against
the Citizens Saving. bank was decid-
ed in favor of the plaintiff, and the
mortgage in controversy was ordered
canceled and annulled. The case will
be appealed
Suit si Fatal .
Robert B. Smith- filed suit against
the Illinois Central Railroad company
tur $6.3-35. claimed to be the value of
a trunk which was lost in transit
from Paducah to Spokane. 'ash.
Cora G. Burton flied suit for di-
vorce from her husband, J. W. Bur-
ton, allegiag abandonment. Burton
Is porter on a Pullman car with •
run between Paducah and St. Louie.
File Aneaers..
Emma Clark and alarlau Noble.
through their attorneys, tiled answer
to the suit of State Revenue Agent
Aoderson seeking to jcollect Inherit-
ance tax on the money they inherited
from their brother. Ed P. Noble. In
which tbe claim is made that the
amount they received from the estate
has been paid them and spent ana
that they are not liable for Oa- tee..
Comity coma Orders.
Arnold Stifle-man qualified- as
guardian of Josephine. Apnie Mae,
Henry and Elizabeth Bundesman.
The saloon license of W. K. Wat-
ford was transferred to J. H. Steffen.
Deeds Filed.
• Hensphreys to C. 0. Pullen.
lam! la Ow county'. $600.
E. D. Thurman to J. N. Twitchell.
property on Main street. 475;
Sydney and Jesse Loeb to f1e-A.
King. property at Tenth and Clay
streets, $4au.
alarringe 1.i.onees.
W. R and M111 Rawlings.
Jewish PlUai:1 and Clara Na•klea.
•
Is Police' tame.
Only two cues were on the pollee
court docket this morning: Breach
at peace-co-litilliiain South and
Miller: Millar flied $5 and eosts and-
2iuth dismissed. Petit larceny Iraenlaboo: dismissed.
Ikeda Plied,
.5. S. Oienitreet to Clint I. Over-
street, 127 acres. $2.000.
lions° MoNell to Alice Frances,
elfin Metsger's addition, $69.(1.
Is the case of Bettie Ttitimas
airarner Tholbas.-He., an.order
was made correcting the description
of property sold under court orde.rs
May 20.
itOltiren should Ms' the. picture as
well at. atialte One day oitia.•Thurs-
day . 270i. Admiasion cents.
-
Mrs. Robert Decker Ptillitto ale
J. 'boor at:. et, is convalescing trot*
S severe attack of grip Mid tonsilitls.
NEWS OF COURTS
Circuit Omit.
Suit wan tiled in circuit court today
by Dr. W. C. Eubanks against Mr.
and Mrs. S. M. Stallings for $350 al-







IS SUED FOB DIVORCE.
-
Peoria. III Feb 26 -- Mrs WOO-
fred Fielder. aupretue ret•order of the
Royal Neighbors of Aoittrica. was
made defendant today In etworp
suit by William Fielder, a justice of
the peace in Peoria. The bill of par-
ti-ulars filed by Justice fielder's at-
wove., is a voluminous one, 6.000
ORICNKS ny.Atcriu Gums.




Every three or font days
se receive a fresh shipment
of these delicious candies. Yon
can't buy stale candies here,
Mullane's toothsome dainties
arc fresh as a daisy when you
buy them. Beet you ever
tested , they melt in your
t .
Gilbert's Drug Store. -
4t13 and Broadway
B Mcrae Re. 77.
to titurentmewt.
Washisgton. Feb. 26 - A repro'-
stotallve of the biggest trust in the
Vatted State. called at the war de-
, partmunt today and meekly asked
,I14ecretary Taft to m.cept on behalf of
tl the government. at a coat of $1, a
property on which' the trust had ex-
pended over 23,iresi.ssoo. William
Napo eleon Smith. rpresentIng• Henry
Clay Frick, of the steel trust, Made
this proposition, and Secretary Taft
toldihim to preseot it to the commit-
tee ott rivers and harbors er- the
*house. The steel trust has dug a
channel, eteeted piers and docks end
otherwise Improved the water front In
Michigan City, Ind-, hieing on Lake
Mtchloan. Now It wants to turn the
enttre property ever tee the govern-
ment so that a port of entry may be
established there. a federal tight-
hawse built and the navigation laws
extended to it Tht eteel trust has
big ore deposits in neighborhood,
and will be hem-flied by seirreudering
Dit costly Improvements to the gov-
Wenniest.
▪ 1111mmIng lian-10e a week.
organ-11400n, but noee that gave more
distinct pleasure than the appearance
of Mrs. SapInsky here. It was her
'initial appearance In PaduCab and she
entirely captured her audience. Not
only her mezzo-contralto voice
splendid in its range and power. but
she is a !Inhaled dramatic artist as
which'ell, without hich there can- be us
really great singer. The program was
most happy and never for a minute
strained the audience, although there
Were 16 numbers. The songs were
short and were the kind that go
straight to the heart. The conclud-
ing nuneber was a beautiful rendition
of five popular English ballads. Mrs.
Sapinsky's personality lent additional
charm to her beautiful singing. She
is strikingly handsome and most gra-
cious in meaner.
Miss Mamie Dryfuss presided at the
piano, and SS an accompanist was
koth skII:ful and delightfully sympa-
thetic. ,
An informal reception was bold
after the coneert to meet Mrs. Sapin-
sky eocially.
Mallory Maskal Club.
The Matinee Musical club meet]
this afternoon in regular fortniginly
session at the Woman's club house.
Miss Jennie Wont is the leader. The
program Is an attractive presentation
of popular Scotch - ballads, air follows:
_l. Piano duet, "Norma" (Seethe)
-Miss Lula Reed. Mrs. Geo. B. Hart.
2. Vocal solo tat "My Dairrtirol
il(Vanla), tbo "The Jonquil Maid"
Iltathburnt- Miss Anna H111.
sa3. Piano solo, selected-Miss Ibel
Mohan.
4. Reading- Mn Victor Voris.
-5. Vocal solo tat "My Love is Like
a Red, Red Rose" I Preyerl tb)
"Murk" (Minis) -Mot', joie Wade
Lewis.
6. Duet, "0 Wert Thou in the Could
Blast" Mendiesshon)-- Wag Caroline
liam, Mrs. W. C. Ores.
7. Plano solo. "Mazurka"(
-Miss Mary float.
X, Quartette. °Pretty Primrose."
oirensteetil---Mrs. Left Wide Lewis,
Masa Mamye laryfuesi, Mrs. W. C.
Gray, Mrs. Geo. R.- Hart
N irk leoPurvel
Miss Clara Nicklers and Mr. Joeoph
we're marrted Aline morning
at 10 o'clock at the parsonage of' tha
SC Presets de Sales Catholic church.
The Rev. Father H. W. Jansen per-
formed the ceremony. It was a pret-
ty wedding without attendants and
was witnessed only by the relatives
and a few intimate friends. The
bride wore a beautiful dress of gray
crepe de chine and a flower hat.
She looked eppeclally charming. The
couple to-ft at-11-:1-5--&-eioaa -for Lou-
isville and other paints. They will be
at home at 5to9 Washington street on
then. return.
The bride is a pretty and gracious
'Youult woman. She is a daughter of
Mt. and Mrs. 'Theodore Nickles. of
South Sixth street. The bridegroom
is a peoular young man connected
with the Waller-wen Brost. clothtng
house. Ile came to Paducah from
Owensboro. several years ago.
Irleartant sal-prier,
uA pleasant srprive party was
given to Mr. and Mrs. Ctsluttaius
Ivan:whoa Swit N:nth street
Our new spring styles
are here. Bring yaw
feet to us. Handlers of
Stacy Adams & Co.,




The osonoa was pleasantly 'pent and Tenn.. .pill arrive today to visit Kr..1 ISIMIIMINI1
delightful refreshments were served. r. H. Puryear and Mrs. Ramuel Hub-
Thoet present were: Misses itisaa bard, 914 Jefferson street.
IWalker; Ethel Dean, Geneva Watson, The Rev. Charles Lee, or Jackson,
oleo, Moore. Lilian Hughes, Rosa Teon., Ls the guest of the Rev. David
Humphrey, Bettie Bernam; Meagre. C. Wright at the Rectory on Ken
Frank Martin, Doreia Carroll: hod tucky avenue. Dr. Lee is rector of
Welch, Marshall Bement, Jerome"Wat the Episcopal church in Jackson, and
son, Harry CRatisson. Frank Hughes,
John Grifiln. Ercie Watson-and Gradie
' Addington.
I i
latishorilk• Wedding ot Interest Here.'
The Louisville Herald IMPS tn a re-
cent issue: i
: "With no-one attending except the
members of both families Dr. Fowl('
K. McCann of 1018 Seventh snail,
was minted last night at 9 o'clock to I
Miss Catherine Bellebaum. The -wed-
ding took place in the parlors of the
residence of the Rev. S. N. Reid, pito
for or the losseciate Reformed Presto.
terian church. Dr. McCann is one iltf
Louisville's most popular young pity-
skians. and is enjoying a large and
well-deserved practice."
Dr. MoCann Is a son of Mr. John
A. McCann, a popular Illinois Central
engineer, who formerly lived in Padu-
cah on North Eighth street. The
family is pleasantly remembered here
b> many friends made during their
residence. They moved from Padu-
cah to Louisville about six years ago.
Dr.- MeCann was graduated with
honors in medicine two years ago and
is a rising young physician of Louis-
ville. His bride is an attractive young
woman of that city. Mime Alma MC-
Can_11, a sister of Or. McCann, fre-
quently visits in Paducah.
Carp* Diem Chile
MIMS Hazel Aehoff was bostt-i.
the CA rpe Diem club last evening,
entertaining most delightfully at her
home at Third and Monroe streets.
Only the Out Members were present.
The head- prises wire- wonby M'ss
Elisabeth Kelly and Mr. John Mo:ler.
Miss Audrey Taylor and Mrs. Charles
Sharpe captured the lone-nand prizes.
The booby prizes went to Miss Anna
Harlan and Mr. George Moiler. An
attractively- served luncheon com-
pleted the evening.
The club is a fortnightly- affair but
in order to have one more meeting be-
fore Lent begins, Miss Maggie Lydon,
422 South Tenth street, will enter-
tain it on Monday evening. It will
be a "tacky" party.
Conipliinentary to Mr. and Mrs.
Bleecker. ,
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Bleecker wal;
be the honorees at a dinner tomorrow
evening at the Palmer House giveli
by a nember of their friends among
the married element. There will be
It; ocluding the honor guests,
Roe Parties, for Harlem.
the -boxes for "Barbet" hove
been sold and time boa parties will gad
to the social interest of the occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. David R. Flournoy and
party will occupy one box. Mrs, Sue
Wheeler Hodge will entertain some
friends as another party. Mr. Joseph
L. Friedman will be--the host of a
party. The board of aldermen will
occupy a -box.
Wastaithie-eflab.
The Magazine club will be the
guest of Mrs. Samuel T. Hubbard,
944 Jeffersdn street. on Thursday af-
ternoon. The North American owRe-
view will be distoussed by M Frank
L. ficeott and Miss Helen „cowry. The
Outlook by Mrs. Eli Boole. The Cent-
ary by Mrs. Hal Corbett. and -Mrs.
Samuel Hubbard.
....-.....
Duce Tonight at Woman's Cale
The German club will entertain
with a dance this evening at the Wo-
man', club -house. 11 is given in
compliment to a number of attrac-
tive visitors in the city.
Mr. Sol DIN ISSOSSer Of the °mi-
tal iaudeville circuit, is in the city.
Mr. Garth James, of laimonL_ was
ate guest of Of. and Mrs. S. Z. Hol-
land. of Grahameille today.
Mr. W. T. Chandler, of Hazel, who
hag been visiting friends in the city.
returned home today.
Mrs. L. A. Clayton. of Poplar
Bluff. Mo., is visiting her mother.
Mrs. W. R. Howell, of North Twelfth
street.
Miss Bess Mercer. who has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Mc-
.Glartby and family, of 2:1O North
Seventh street, has returned to her
home in Memphis.
I Mr. C. M. Diestehl, of Memphis.
i president of the Crystal vaudevitle
circuit, is In the city.
Mr. Minus Beale, of Murray, was
In the city last night. -
Attorney John G. Miller went. to
lOinceton to attend court today. -1
Policeman Hassell, of Mayilleid. Is
in the city today.
Ool. Jerry Reaeor. of Mayfield. was
here yesterday.
Mr. E. C. K. Robertson, of Mur-
ray. was In the city today.
Motorman T. J. Marshall, who ren
from his ear at the fair grounds on
Monday. is able to be out &gales but
*le not yet resumed ble run on the
street coo At first it was thought
Mr. Marshall wee stricken with verti-
ge, but physicians later attributed the
trouble to a malarial attack.
Mr. live Berry is Ill with mime,
monis at his home on North Eighth
street.
Mr. and 31-rs MIIRf Ge Burnett will
return this evening,: from Louisville.
where they have been visiting rela-
tives.
Mrs. 0. T. Hale, of Merray, who
hae been ill several weks, is reported
better today.
William Sears IMF taken to Ellaies
side bospital yesterday for treat-
mast.
 ) Nis. Won Poryear, of • tittle,
finest roam,
idoral design*.
I "1 never told Iles when 1.
Mlle girl. Gladys."
I "whom _did yea
mamma?"
I was a classmate of Dr. Wright.Miss Cisra Smith and Mr. Charles
Smith, of Metropolis, are visiting Miss
Amelia Baker. of South Ninth street.
Mrs. L. Snyder and Miss Stella
Ross, ilea Trim-hie street-, have gone
to Lone Oak on a visit to Mr. and
Mrs. Y. D. Rouse.
Mr. Ray Bell will return this even-
ing from Denver, Col., where he has
been for the past six months for his
health.
Mr. Thomas Harrison returned last
night front a six weeks' trip to Wash-
ingtop,*ew York Baltimore and
other cities in the east.
Mr. W. V. Greco-Taft today for
New GI-leant) to attend Mardi Gras.
Mr. Green will ageieit his parents at
Moss Pointr La., before returning.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble K. Morris re-
turned to their home in Arcadia, Mo.
last night after visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Morris. 147 Farley place.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris were accompan-
ied home by Mho Ina Ricketts, of
Cairo.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Arnold and
son Herbert, bove returned from
Pine Bluff, Ark..'
Mr. Carl H. Fink, of Louisville, Is
in the city on business.
Col. Gus G. Singleton la iq Cairo
on business.
Miss 4ebecei Wadies; has returned
to Mayfield after a visit to her sister,
Mies Lulye Beadles.
Mr. Jacob Loft, 807 Broadway, was
called to Columbus. 0., this morning
by a message stating that his mother
had fallen from -astreet car and wait
badly injured. Mrs. 1.uft and child
accompanied •Mr. Luft.
Mrs. R. Loeb, of Broadway and
Seventeenth steeet, is improving from
her recent illness.
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Bleecker will
be.the guests of Mrs. John G. Webb.
$15 Madsion street, from Friday unt i
Monday before leaving for-their new
home at Columbus, Ga.
i Prohibition That Prohibits.
Real progress toward an abandon-
ment of Intoxicants Is demonstrated
by the voluntary sliming of a total ab-
stinence pledge ot-25O100 employes of
the Northwestern Railroad. Of course
the signing, though voluntary, had
bean uot a little "accelerated" by the
fa a that the mad for some time has
been discriminating, as regards both
discharges and promotions, in favor
of servitors who shun alcoholic JoYs
and against those who do not, but this
cannot be called compulsion. It was
an argument like another-an em,
ashatic presentation of the _uudeniattle
truth that, railway men need clear
The Great Power of
10 CENTS
_Is shown with great force in
the list of articles shown
below to be sold at Hart's
Saturday, 29th.




10 Inch Mill Files,



















Granite Milli Pans, white lined,
6 qt. Cavered Buckets,
Japanned Trays,
10 cat. Galt. Pails,
Curry Combit,
Bridle Bits,





Hard to believe that such valuable
articles can be sold for 10c.
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.'
war,
Subscribens inserting want ads in
The Sun will kindly remember that
all such Rerun are to be paid for when
1110 ad is Inserted, the rule applying
to every one without exception.
FOR dry wood, old phone 2361.
ROOMS fur light housekeeping,
213 Madison.
TOR heating and stovewood dab
437: F. Levin.
IrOft RENT-Two roolnii, 12.14
Clay.
heads and the full ose of all the brains BUY your coal of C. M. Cagle. laesf
they have lump 12e at yards. New Obone. 975.
The company didn't find it neces
sary to appeal to any legislature for
help in enforcing its views on the liq-
uor question; it only had to get those
views very clearly formulated in the • 
43, ola pnone.
melioration equivalent for a mind and COOK wasted; 327 South Fourth.
then to act upon them in a perfectly Chris Idabel.
reasonable add natural manner. I-- - -STRAYED--Einiall three-year-old
The effect Is wholly admirable. It asbay mare, unbroken. Old phone 1494.
Includes none of the Irritation that in-
evitably follows statutory prohibition. FOR RENTo-Nicely furnished
and this better kind of drohibition will room. All cotiveniences, 837 Jeffer-,
WANTED-Roomers and boarders.
Apply 917 South -Forth.
SIONVING machine for sale. Sea-
not tend to encourage the establish- SOD.
ment of "speak-easiee," "blind tigers.'
and "deadfalls" of the kind that flour-
oh in the states where the law Is out
of harmony with more or leas of the
public sentiment. The Northwestern's
plan can be mooned In little businesoee
just as well, and society could use It
if society chose.-New York Timers.
Willie liantwoode-Gee'. I upn't ow-
'row any soldier could wear One of
:11eLO:
Whit Are We Coreskag To.
"Is the room disinfected!"
"Yes, mother; and I have sterilised
the curtains, deodorized the furniture,
septiclzed all the if:tures, vaporized
the air, wasted my lips in an antisep-
tic oalution, anti-"
"Hive you septicised the mettle-
foe'!"
"Thoroughly, Mother; everything is
done. Arthur is waiting mow in the
hydrogen room."
"Them yen may go In and let him
kiss you. dear."- Lippineott's. _
Richard Carter.
Richard Carter. the 16-ineanths-old
Infant eon of Mr. and MM. J. A. Car-
ter, deed this morning of pneumonia
at the home of his parents. 1428 Ii1S-
rleon street. The funeral took piece
this afternoon at :I o'clock. The
burial was in Oak Grove cemetery.
Bruntersee flower Sher,




FOR RENT-Cottage. Sixth and
Adams. Sewerage connection. Old
phone 2791.
FURNITURE-Motepbolictered, re-
paired sod bought at 205 South Third
1New Moo
FOR RENT-Barber shop or fixt-
ures separate, Fifth and Jacksea.
Phone 212-.°
J. E. MORGAN notes shoeing,
general rispakiag, rubber thus. 646
South Third. - -
LEAVE orders for tree trimming
and -pruning. Carpenter repair work.
New phone 142.
NOTIOS--Before -selling your far-
alture and sttives see Brooks Bros.
for best prices. 221 Kentucky avenue
----1P0-RRE.Nrr=o-
w ,tti hoard,e.    bath, etc., 626 Kent
uckvet,
 i 
FOR SA.1/46--Two bull terrior Plies
two months old. Apply 2001 Joists,
son street.
- inott REN-T-  Furnished rooms
with bath, 427 Clark. Phone 1424,
old.
B. P. ROOK--Bsga for sale $1.0Ti
per emitting. Apply 1314 Bornholm
'noon!.
YOUR CLOTHES will -always look
like new If cleaned and greased by
James Duffy, South Ninth near
Broadway. Phase 338-a.
SALE- Lad season's full
blooded Buff Cochin roosters. Al,o
white Pekin ducks. _Ring new phone
229.
FOR three-room cottage
on Tennessee street between Seventh
and Eight. Apply to W. D. Greer,
pi North Fifth. ,
- -
• FOR RENT--Eight room brkk
house with bath, on Kentucky-ermine
near High wheel. Apply to lin.
Girardey at J. A. dainty &Sons.
WANTED-First-.class young man
stenographer. Must opeotte Oliver
typewriter. Address 14, Snyder,
drawer P., Paducah.
--ROLOMON The talkie, has removed
to 522 Broadway under Truebeart
building, where he would be pimple'
to 'Mow you his new lioe of spring
samples.
FOR SALE-One two-story i.reautc
wee a house at 526 Harahan' bite Modern
Improvements, Cheap for made Ad-
the, Ins M. B. Austin, 116 North Sie-
te/set erase.
•
LOST--Case oantaining two foun-
tain pens, on Broadway or Jefferson
between postoffice and Eleventh and
Jefferson. Finder please return* . to
this (Once and recteve reward.
FOR SALE-Five room cottage on
541 foot lot. corner 27th and Broad-
way. If can sell at once WM take
$1.Roo (vb. Call and se It. J. H.
Dugger.
RELIABLE MAN-----Earn $6 daily
In spare time as district manager:
largest adoertising Oompatle. and
learn business wherein competente._
make $10,009 yearly. No canvassing
Bodkin, department 249. Chicago.
LOST DOG-I large setter dog-
wearing 11- feather cello,. Color
bpdy white ticked with mall black
spots and has black ears. Return to
No. 426 South Seventh street, Pagiu-
ckh, and receive reward.
YOUNG MEN to prepare for exami-
nation for reniway and other govern-
ment positions. Superior instruction
by mail. Established 14 years. Thou-
sands of successful students. Sample
questions- end °How Government Po-
sitions Ape Secured" sent free. Inter-
gate Schools, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Minister to Guatemala.
Washington, Feb. 26.-Secretary
Root, of the state department, today
notified Senators Long and Curtis
and Representative Anthony, who call
ed upon him together, that he had de-
cided to appoint Maj. Wilitatn Heimk4
of Leavenworth, Kan., as envoy ex-
traordinary and minister pleiripoten-
tiary to Guatemala, Centoal America.
-The iyosition pays abeerrie a year.
This le tht third foleign minister
Kangas has ever furnished this gov-
ernment.,
Fish Mead Pay Coats in Suit.
Chicago. Ill , Feb. 2il Upon mo-
tion of counsel for Stnyvesant Fiat,
Judge -Ball, in the superior court to-
day entered an order dismissing the
suit-brought by Mr. Fish and others
to enjoin the voting of 2a1,331 shares
of Illinois Central stock owned by the
Union Pacific Railroad rompany and
the Railroad &verities company. The
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Dr. Dell's Pine-Tar-Honey
Is a Scientific Prescription Pr...Nova From On- Pirestacti
Best I ugred beilt• .




Ana you Will dud by looking at the en
and label that it vont:a:us 00 II'IIVI....
or habit-produeitig drugs. A.If tor
Dr. Bell's PINE-TAR- HONEY,
and late DO substitute.
Leek ter the Bell as the Bettie
and Our Guaraste• 113. 506.
•
L E. StiTHENLAND MID. Co. 1,1, Padi.:Lah. Kt
't"4•: ,̀. %‘"1 N..' •
4
otelINAariboro
Broadway, 36:!-4 and 37th Sts., Herald Square, Neli York
----Moe Centrally le se, I Hote: 01
liroathele. Utily Itti 1TI1o.eik
to theatre:. ( ni p' 1. :V
si aJ trensfernesi to. c.cry
de.irtmene Upeoeiaie in all se-
• secs ts. Tder.bo.c i:1 It reorn.
Four Beautiful D:nisag Rooms
with Capacity of 1200.
The Famous
German Restaurant
Broad ooy' chier;itract en for see
▪ cial Food Dishes aid Populer Music.
torepeaa Pists. MN beau. 26 kilt... ,
Pews es Rome $1 .50 and upward. $2.00 rs1 treteed .r,th bath. Parlor. Beitirnarrion# nath
$3.00 wer50L $ 1.00 tics whoa leo sumo. OCCLop7 assairels sore.
IrtrrrE FOR BOOICQ.T. 
I SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
 L Pd. TIER. •olF Y. Masi Ter
Don't Forget-:The Sun Does Job Work
-C A_RP-E'T CLAN tNQ
We are the only people in Pailicah who en clean a
carpet (.15F-A-N We litWe an up-TO-date mat-hine To
do the work_ It rai=s-i. the nap, loilliteas 11.e color .
arid makes it look like new. Can handle ally size-
-1431A WO large.- itinz up botludinnea
I NEW CITY LAUNDRY & WORKS.114-116 Broadway
' :;:-.1::;1111-1"..:::kAm."'41.BUREAU ADOPTED  ,
For %tortilla Paint-oh readers have
seen the ionntant expression of praise powerful nation built Dm canal, the
H' y reedIt-tail Merchants Int ite I il here for asten 
Kidue Pills. and Monroe. doctrine would hare been
about the Need %cork they have done leiega , .A ,t or- we would have fought
to .10111 Them. In -tills locale). Not another remedy until one or the v:her was supreme
_ l'ever prodieed euch continuing proof All natrons compliment the far-
of merit. sighted stateitnainhip of Disraeli in
Wir.di,,N4es. 
I.
inat nawr ZeiimeNtLaig:Iluilikneell-44-1-„..ihmtreet341;troe44-til 441:itliidlttiL..8,1311.e44-Kf)014-r. sailit 2.'nslicule: res.3irsirY"bpatttur(trksk nfmovilgrilliEtiYu.g191Wriser"da,dinntruta k.littlatgheillhfeuetssiit:e :wigilui7flintc:.
e -
Waterways erolert. and it irou4a eche so hest at the hills ¶u ti' president in securing the toll-
that I •woted have to go,aad lie au"' il trot of the Panama canal fur tbel great
.aad then I to Ii not get up without regmete. • .4
help. I tried plasters ant efferethineM.lit't1Thl
ithat would come to my notice thet I
s, thought would help me. I did receive
some benete eut the trouble whiled
For the purpose of: pretectia.g return agiin in a short time as severe
theniselves from the delinquent pay- as ever. One day we noticed Doan's
ers, the it tail merchants have organ. Eldeey Pi41- advertised. so I sent to
'see a Credit Rating bu,•ea.u. and last DeHols & Co.'s drug store for a but.
night at the eocial session held at theft took th en as directed and In about
%%Oman's club, profeetkeral men,ione week 1 eas able to go 'bout Ins
grocert, coal dealers and ' country ;work as The lameness in my
merehauts were extended an invita-Oback and ,hou'ders ,disappeared and
lion to become members of the bu.me kidrees began 16-p-el-form their
rtItil. As stated in the oieening work In rile natural Ay. I found
-peeeh of Preeident Rudy. the tehject!that It we. ishiney trouble that vacates
of the bureau is "To elitulrate abuses me to selc so notch. but DosnlieKtd-
ti the mercantile businents." Ihey Pies reee-ved eit. of all the trouble_ •Mr. W. E. Cochran txplaimed Hue and I can iteeettite endorse theta:-
western to the mercletrits, Ord pelnetel 1 (Prom a se(tement given in 1,900).
1 the e-dseeleges to be derived. A- Cured to Islay Cured.
ierretar) has been enrpioyed, and the On Fete liar) Is. 1907. Me. Smith
bureau Is gelaranteel to continue for said: eS, ten eters ago Doan's fd-me yea?. 'bath merchant furnishes ney Pi1l I 'red me of a severe attack
Est of his -cestehaters. and rates ,of lame ha: k and kidrey trouble. I
bent es to their ability to lay bills.lgaee 3 te.itemete at that time telling
:Ica a pan -baser . (*term a stare. and .of the cure the had effected. and
• sie S 118 buy on credit the merchar• after this !one IS 1 take pleasure !alay te:..iohooe the s....retary.. and in:ae.ten 
cr11114 slug this remede to theteW nentutes have a report on how ,public, ethe havethe eustomer has ..4.I Sin hills !!!
14erretary Host's Trip.
S4 cretary Root's; South Antelican
trip was designed to resssure th-e
ter republics that the United 511(11
itad not deserted the fee:A-fel prin
aeples and' laeah. of the founders of
oue nation. This was elm. cif the
en :tames: efforts; of the prenilent.
but In his syrepath) and ele-ourage
ment ore-very manifestation ft um our
nneighbor natio s ht has dene much
more to volidify the west-ti:keine
tphere for Auserbens. Tile fruits of
this policy are nee. appntent since it
has become evident that China tan
no longer 'be • oneideced fee-game for
the ovt•reutpulitted European natio:ie.
Thee. .weld reeses_the ertakeig dm;
Cf the Mon Is.. dallrine• N(.111,1
a;.11oW III aueuire. te•-:•teeliviet -ad•
ditiefis in -South Ainere.a. Whir the
leutted State.. aloe.. might --ante:,
Celt dontripee it boviotinly naner
ni.d safer to lia‘•,.• the :trete eoespeta-
tem of the cuts :r
Da) iu ensi Ill. one the president
earie1 on to Wry:
that mu.t be deed with Retest, er
they will soaner or Oster • voice Oils
• 
an equal. Istrin's Kidney Pills made big !lobes. For It is Just an I ne) a 
utt1 annually. euntaining th 
copiete cute in my case, an 1 have business ur diploniace as it is In pe
ns
e 
not had nit "Lnies of pepp attack nince.le that were slow inl
F'or ea '•. by all dealers. Price el) ;44)easi"Litejt-:444!....i7•1"'.iii.111ffil.1:rei lit',")1:'''pa trig secounts, but In a few rejstrilis t I' nts. MEtotoru Co . Iltiffalo.
"se. If., tesi.• .tent for the United 
nett ke owenioe - .1 10 .,.••• I .11.1.9 1hese l!sajpebe•,^nme old. end the e
bents to keep the system alive. At
netnenii,.•:. the name--Dssen'i-- .ntel.ni"Ctlel!rianze Ilscletis• 1: II .6t7•1414,-.7
man with ees she. r tiif tee burette eststblithee by the Incl.-estate,.
eceent the fee is $2o for•member- ‘eher.
nient- and 11110- 
tree have beet added it Is ietended s x4 suttee office. and es for ding what
co! the driving respoutelsieets of the!cp. but neat year when metre
crime- the cost to 810 for eeth
of arratesees es, le e for - thy alt-111 thsepreehlent has done. adding ceice•' mcm-'
Dor .4,: 44ing ,sted ..:very line niedsly to the. er
Following Mr Coehran's lltie of bush:. eat., rcpr..sentat: es tie- 1-4 quii:e a patriotic come peen of tie
•rgument. Mr. Charles Wellie 111 rcre °P. 7 - • when he at,•4. niaeistrary.
iorsed every movement of the bureau 1° u-ic• et. par4.41 P1,;- W}!4,ever sweep& Presideut
es. Will Farley. an ()sneer In ths R,eig'''tkl"1"••• -titer 4 '11 r"isit-,..• to the, tee and' affairs in a I.S'r the..
all Coal Dealert' asrociation. evoke 16.111Y velliejaints (rem e.1.sers %tthat ie reyelre to nielleein teete
rf tbelr success In improving 
cash they were 1,AYIng toe mueh tolom*Y . its thee' are, and to arr)• them higher
'eta:tont he the system. and as an ex- i i4ir  .0 iiutifl 
theig Kentuckian. with a ::flillite4ilr db."; SalL434s..4olirlethig-trig.eresslion thought that the coal deal-I
..rs as a vehele would enter the tee lerlei thteern In. as tto :11.4. Mr. $. n4 imeerntion.• llie preeeleet he
reale Mr. U. S. Walston spoke i,tiorlaa reins tted • that he .ee.i wat"r;.,cv; that 'pate ha-- teen sortirk
the advantage's- to be 
derived from'
'ACTS'. tote: .tZ.igrtt. and ar--I ...sir III no
ea 
tl fp:Or:tat-1c rortreshir-fille-vret•
the bureau. and .as a d ler In grocer- .;trier 11fah 41.':Pel Mai front seeaktne wee.- itee-liele. Aro,. P. to:
:es gave several interesting little d'elv tiaterways. Hewever..h • re- i tee revue:410 jeep up fur potirt. time.
stories of how - delOwns loft through ,'poietet ;lee tie wasfor dteeer rivers that tbis 14 eta a sonceeed opinion
lsOP 
and gave words of en tweet; nient forBh_o_it•seofusteerlit:tww417.
ithe eked . 'Waterway assorMtAtt... .
proven 1.) the ineepatair e had TM.'
P. H. Stewart se•ordeil . the!, 
.e- - -Peep IlViiterwiry.. pcoWe, 11-..nue I... smell be 'otit
good intention of the bniesau, And ;e l On 42vit'"1011 N17 N 
soe the part show the vecentrit
St. Louis. neoke to te • nierehante ef a 4 -hange heart. hy noatinatit44Pte next regular meeting of ttw Me_
the purpose cf ntak•ng; Paducah the,a mat: whose lit. rat:oio. 44nd trair-Cradle Centre': Meelf-al astee•iation'
te %I !I' : .on. reellive Iv: tnevitaley Interropt luithe .t.v4.•:-.1•144 d!scuss th • ad% :sill-
!el 1-e.g of en: reig lb.. ty • • flir f!"(̀'"Irre" -
e retail draters. op tbe _Q11,4014)11 
0
s as a 144 *sant. - leak .•. 1111V, III? AV:lull i", If the prcsi-
WI •
11•C.. tVh. h :ndor,. I ills stand for ihis p.e.e ;It• has fetorcd a nietele rDoitiate cite trestsuree, wes called en •
to klireo :11i 1.1'01;4411CW the, 011151 riv. ri of.- lit. robi n..sPo'n'k W.to iltaracteilstir
[rise wit. he ke on the trials of front l'aducah Caen. %IL Etitrn, hom pithit.• kruvcs hat. not only
  ad-ereesterestr Terri N•f,r.•,-. a el in ti?ti an) rt:!erker 41141* e Ititit or4-
i-on4 gave a f• Wotri, • • !h.' 4n.r fox h..... •Iler he w 44,1A 1:••
merchants w:th his 74!4, r!cnt. Ii the :ate & ho•ct. Taft. Taft means itliot
It1.1-(1111111!.. husM*4.44. . :what the pri nident t.s. a emitim-
• r Ills vortcicosion nt h.- III it nante,..f poli. Ms. :f the it:t
the rde rellanis euri cfs1T4)r- ,44a4-‘411 te the peope. are ietee t !ff
cleii• to tee reone 'All CI" r.• wanting that, they will not nominate
Fourth and Broadway. • • -hue-its wee F. at ‘ill1111 1 Fairbenki. or Cannon, or. Hughes or
;ere- heats, repeecilleie et 1 1-t. tt! mit Andy else but Taft. it 1. squareie
eeesfe. eme ill atien-lareee stud -the • 
• 
tii shee. betber
meeting was a surer,
I., .ontinucd. by nominating thF
eic. s want-the presItlent's poll-.
• 
Illedlethse 'That Li "I'd "'W. man whose contat t
',Ifecr• suffered a good deal 111.11/1.14 re testh In the reliever 5t51 c0111-
tin a r.:.:14 pd....epee:40e intte.ebut
have nos found a reriferer that keeps .eon. tleal•Gesehitit best for Out pet.-
no. WC... and that remedy is Pleetti.
flittet.•: a meditine that is medicine
for stentach Lind liver teetbies„ arid
for run- testi totelitlems." flys W C.
Kieetier. of HailelaY...erk. telt...trey
Hitters purify and (-leech the Wood.
tone. up the nerves, and impart vigor
and enoi ay to the weak. Your money
will -be t7efuntleel if It fails to help
you. evc at stet- dreggiete
All the pant medicines sad
toilet articled advert‘sed in this
paper nil. on Mtle at'
McPherson's Drug Store
'CREDIT RATING I
erieet El) ANTIO ?ROTEL
There hi a Heap of Solace in tieing,
WHAT ROOSEVELT
(Continued from First page.)
11.1. I.:4 N SKRVINI) Tit
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a special mailingraw of $150, payable in ad-
vance,.for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is 'virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358




In the Trete), cf ti s lezves.
The liernte ft.wisterm tin luomp trout!,
to nould'Iv retwurri--Ntsvel mind me.
ran s-she bra Save the women end
;•filtirett teontinOes te mini. out male
fully for the snorec-Sketch.
A Datsgeriori operation.
is the removal of the appendix by a
surgo'on. 2eo one who takes Dr.
Eiltaet New IAN Pills is ever intleitel-
ed to this frightful ordeal. They work
to qeletly you don't feel them. They
cure conetipation, headache, Milkma-
n..., and malaria. 25c at all drug-
gists 
1.• s.- ‘1, I Ill M Ii se e FIT
Martell' for Ikatte.
-Three )t•iiri. aro I u s teethed for
dew!! nra%, -) apt • misit was I./st-
ing my lungs to piece,. !testier% relied
to help me. and hope had fled. .when
eiy-liusband get Dr. leeng's New Die-
'ester)." sa)e Mrs A C
01 Rte. Kr. "The first -dose helped
mesend Initiroveleent kept on until I
lead ;mined 58 peunda In wregte and
no health was fully reeorcd This
medicine holds the vrorldeo heeling
reeord for coughs and colds and lung
and throat detente-a. It prevents pneu
meal,. Sold under fetarantee at all
drolL:gists, 4i and 01:40. Trial bot-
tle free.
t,r ledge any kind pf mother it








I H. E. JOYNES
MI Coal No Clinkers
The Price le Down
4wef •viiamirmgozwel--.7.-mimowirap
S '014DRIFJ
By every test the very best! Why?
Because it's refined by our own exclusive
Wesson process, ensuring the -Whole_
someness of Nature with the purity 01
science,-the satisfactory combination of
,Nature.and art in manufacture. No other
cooking-fat is anywhere near so good,
because none other can contain the best _
of Nature purified h the Wesson.process.









Notice to Subscribers .
I-uhscribers are cautioned not to toe alarmed or coerced
liy the falre reports now' heinueiretilated. All fir,
alarms and pollee ealls are transmitted. promptly to
the departments. 
5
East Tennessee, jelephone Co.
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR- MAGAZINES
It is a great dest.chrzuer to place annual • eubecriettore to sev-
eral magezeies at the same Um e and order them CI ti.v...her from-
MIL *au it Is to-buy the "MeV -m wista.ly ate otettecnb• to theta
asearatel). euniJination Pub offei• are now made by *11011 sots.
scribers to aevorai cusgaz.inos an secure bargain prie #10. p,,plen sae.
getting three or four inagasines for the pyre" of one or two. Sub-
scrip' .eus may b. sent to different add:leers. If desired, and may be-
Arlik_anysentunth__ _
rig now e- r ssa-iree you want to lake next ) oar, sod we will
quote. the combtaation price, ehifielog savire to be effected.








All for 113.00,11alf Price
Rea.1.-r Magazine ...r.00





Moth for llat.sie, Half Prlor,
Home Magazine ....Si 00




























Oomplete hutrwriptioa Oda/ ogee, with' bvauWal Harrison risbpr
cover. listing all magazines singly and in clubs at lowest metes, beet
you free on rerelpt. of postal card request.
_
Central Magazine Agency • - Indianapolis. Indiana.
The Hobbs-Merrill Company.
r










• bolt and Ihd seerThee In soy frfft !The Quality in Up
ontr owssare of Me wont,


















EugA.R w. wHirrFIORE BIG RECEIPTS ON
TOBACCO MARKET 11 May 1. One eemmitteeinau re-
when the bookrere reopened
6404;4 that h.- had ilesad) secured




REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST.
C.II. S..4 or T•lesies.e for U.
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• The following reduced rates
are iumonneed:
MARDI GRAS
New orliana, La.. March S.
111108.
rps_thi_cw_m_geowL_o _14 the
nois ventral. Railroad eons-
',Any Will sell round trip Wh-
ets on FebrearT 26. 27. ".
29 and onalarch 1 and 2.
190". for Ti 4.115. good re-
turning until NLirch 10, 1908.
For information, apply to
.City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONQ VAN,
Agt City Ticket Clio.
R. Y. PRATHER,
Arent Union Depot
Illtentative members of the associationby signing an agreement to join infull feel sod be idMItted lo mem.
Nes* 50.0414) rounds t owing
In Shwa SatUrday,
PINTUarf• Are 110,-lit ering )Incb of 14-0.
_ dart ea Inland Town. Itereue.w
.1r Peary.
•
KEIPOHTS ABOUT THE WP,ED
heavy deliveries of tobacco bare
•leen made in Paducah since Saturday.
this prizing houses for the aadoelation
especially receiving large consign-
:items. The 'house of Veale &
hamlet Elevecitk etrciet. end Broad-
ay , and C. R. Hall, on ,Maillson,
trret, receiving, combined. ebtoo
0,040 pounds. Steady deliveries are
also being made to the independerie
wises. enleirs the weather changes
o much (older it is expected that to-
tted* will be too damp to be delle-
.rod tomorrow, and the prising
houaea.wfll _ not_ reeele• heavy_
cries.
According to reports received from
Mumay_and_ •
furnaces are delivering ('be larger por-
tion of their crops to the priver In
the small Inland towns,
The board of directors of the Farm-
Prising 'and Storage company of
evil. at a meeting Monday, electee
Jerome Harris, of Kevil, bookkeeper
for the company. Mr. Harris Is an
experienced Man and popular.
At llophistaville.
Hopkinsville. Ky., Feb. XC.-ThP
past week was another active time on
the local tobacco Market. Compara-
tively heavy sales Welte made. receipta
were enormeue and things generally
were set the up grade
leifty hogsheads of tobacco were
sold by the Planters' Protective ease.
elation, making a total of 13.0 hogs-
heeds sod so tar this season. Prices
ramped from $'7 to $10 for lugs and
$10 to $12 for low to common lest.
Indications are that next week some
better class tobacco will be disposed
of, the local salesman now beings ere
gaged in preparing about 30 hems-
'wade from sole witielt will range la
price from -$11-14 to $15. Reeeillte
of topes of prised tobacco were large.
Sales of association tobacco are
airing outdo steadily at nearly every
market in the district. As yet those
ra!).-a a re stifil:1 lets and are being
!Knight more as Olaf orders: than any-
thing elite. These are expected to
eontinue oriel! obeet_ April 1, ether
the export trade will open ,and then
the holdings are etpected to go rap-
idly. -
reported twelve signatures. As heeled
before. this agreement does not admit
the signers to full fellowship at the
time but is merely an indication of
thee desire and willingness to do no it
the books were open and their inten-
tion of joining when they are again
reopened. It is believed that when
Mail eumes pratt legit, Avery_ fainter
theecounty will have his name on
tile Membership book.
Mr. .1." W. Posed, who has been
teaduettwg experiments with vartod
kinds of tobacco under the supervision
of the agricultural departmeut for the
purpose of determining which variety
is 'best adapted, to this seetion, re-
ported that in his opinion "Madolee
offered the best retUrns.
Hopkins County Meet.
' A Wit meeting in the interest of-
the Platters' Protective aasociation
is scheduled to be eels!. at White
Plains, lte Hopkins county, on Feb-
rum y 21. Extensive arrangements
are being made, the event is being
widely advertised and everything
possible will be done to draw a mon-
ster ,crowd together. Sieveral speak-
address the farmers •
Clarkeville Tobaere Market.
Cts r k melte, TenP  Feb. _1G.-The
receipts In the open lobate() mai ket
laid week were 97 hogsheads, and
salmi 36 hogeheada, nearly a44 or
with* was new tobacco. The market
continues strong, with a good, demand
for all tobaccos offered for sale. Th..
receipts of loose tobacco at the dif-
ferent prising houses and independ-
ents was very gpod, but a good des:
was etelivered, either on the stalk or
In big hands. to be retied. The Dark
Tobacco Growersesasociation reported
the sale of 34 hogsheads at thiepoint
at stiff prices, considerinethe quality.
The foliowing prices are quoted:
Low lugs $ 4.60 to $ 725
Good lugs  8.00eto 9.25
Medium Ines   $.26 to 9.50
(Ammon lugs  7.50 to 8 00
Low leaf  _10.00 to 10.75
Comm qn leaf  11.00 to 12.00
Medium leaf  12.50 to 13.5,0
Good leaf  • 14.00 to ,15'.50
SHAKE THIS WELL
IN A BOTTLE
A Highly iteemaseaded Pre-
,
aeription for Kidney aid
( Bladder Troubles and Rheu-
matism Which is Really Good
Tolva.eco Sent Across Ocean.
Mayfield Ky, Feb. 26.-Captaln
R. T. Albritton, warehouseman for
the tobacco paeociation. Tuesday sent
ten samples' ofadark tobacco to for-
eign „people arrow the ocean. There
seems to be a great demand not only
on this sideedr the-country but across
the great waters for association to-
4saeco. Mr. Albritton selected ten of
the he* tspes and shipped them and
the pretdietkin is that a large kale will
Melt. _ _ •
1'1 IS eliXED ST HOME
There are More cave, of kidney
trouble here now than ever before,
while recent reports show that more
people succumb each sear to some
foim of kidney disease than any other
cease.
When there is sickness, examine
the urine. Rheumatism is only a
symptom of kidney trouble. It is
nothing More or less than excessive
uric !acid In the blood, which the
sluggish..inaetive ltidne.. bare failed
to sift out, leaving it to deconipose
and settle about the joints and
muscles, causing intense suffering;
frequently resulting in deformity;
often reaching the bear. when death
ensue/. '
Pains across the ba k, frequent,
pa:uful and suppriestsed urination and
tier -rotteptonts-erteweati bladder are
not the only signs of keine) tronble,
many cases of stomach disease, head-
au-he, pain in the heart, inactive liver,
etc., are but symptoms: the cease of
which can be traced to feeler. clogged
k !dray F.
Suburbaris Clorweron-----Say. you ad-
vert** this--this hole in the ground
as Lookout veer:wee. Where's the
• - 44.
Property-What? Done see it! Why,
man alkre, you bad to come down the
terrace In order to get here."-r-Puek.
many farmers were taking advantage
of the ruling made a week ago by
'Mich th-ey are allbwed to become
A simple test of the urine is to void
a small quantity in is bottle or glass
and let it stand over night; next
morning, If there is a reddish brick-
ust sediment, or white. fleecy sub-
stance present either consult some
tepetable phAlcian or take a good
wiper-01e treatMent. The following
preetrion is recommended highly
in t cases, and the sufferer should
mix it al home: Compound Kargon,
one ounce.; Fluid ileettrael Dandelion.
one-half outice; Compound Syrup
flarsaparela, three ounces. Shake
well and use in teaspoonful doses after
each mea: and at bedtime.
Where any of the symptoms enum-
erated above are present, good re-
sults are sure to follow Immediately
the use of this simple prescription.
litmus will be large, but tar less
than would be required to relieve the
x t -
eion. The benefits of such improve
Mem will be large also, and they W.F.
touch the daily lilt' of our people at
every poiet. uniting the ate ree te of
all the states and sections of our coun-
try. The cost and the benefits should
be equitably distributed, by co-opera-
tion with the stele/ and tfie seinenun-
itles, corporations, and inaeldoals
beneAcially affected. I heartily con-
cur in the commission's reeornmende-
Dors to this end.
'Among monopolies, as the --reportof (he commission points out. there Is
no other which threateas, or has ever
threatened,- such Intolerable Interfer-
*nee with the daily life of the peoole
as the eonsolidation of companies
controlling water power. I call your
special attention to the attempt of the
power corporations. through bills In-
troctueed at the presenweession, to es-
cape from the possibility of gesorn-
ment regulation In the interest of the
people. These bills are intended- to
enable the corporations' to take tomeseseion in perpetuity of national for-
est lands for the purposes of their
busipess, where and as they pleisee,
wholly without cotnpeneation to the
public. Yet the effect of eran4inesuch privileges; taken together with
rights already acquired under state
laws, would .be to give away proper-
ties of enormous value. Through leek
of foresight we have formed the habit
Of ranting without compensation ex-
treeiely valuable rights amounting to
monopolies on navigable streams; and
on the public domain. The repur-
chase at great expentrof water right,
thus careiesely given away without
return bits already begun in the east.
IIIEDUTB, URGENT
Li 'Agin OF
(Osseinned• from page one.)
'cation, or irrigation to domestic wafer
aupply, when by taking thought
we may have all three.
--t-Terety--erreariv-Idrouid-
the utmost. No stream can be so
used unless such use Is planned 'for
In advance. When such Wane are
rIP we shall find that, instead of 1n-
terfering, one use can often be made
to assist another. Each river seatem.
front its headwaters in the forest to
its mouth on the mast, is a single
unit and iihould be treated as such.
Navigvation of the „lower reaches of a
stream-cad be fully developed without
the control of &Sods and Iq,w watere
by storage and drainage.- Navigable
ebannels are directly concerned with
the protection of source waters, and
with soil eresion which takes the ma-
terials for bars and shoals from the
richest portions of our farm?. The
use of, a stream for domestic and
municipal water supply, for power,
and in mask cases for irrigation, must
also be taken into full account.
'The development of our inland
waterways will have results far "be-
y:end the immediate gain to commerce.
Deep chaaneis along the Atlantic and
Gulf coast. and from the Gulf to the
Great Lakes will have high value for
the-national defense. The use of wa-
ter-power will measurably ritlieve tho
drain upon our dimintshing supplies
of coal, and traneported by water in-
stead of rail only will teed to conserve
GU' iron. Forest pretatitipn, without
whet river improvement cannot be
permanent, will at the same time help
to perstpone the threatened timber
famine, and will secure as against a
total dearth of timber by providing
for the perpetuation of (tie remaining
woodlands. Irrigation will create the
means Of livelihood for millions of
people. and supplies of pure eater
will powerfully promote the public
'health. If the poleo of waterway ine-
provement here re ommended is car-
ried out, It will affect for good every
iettlien of the republic. The nationalgovernment must play the leading
'part In securing the largest possible
use of our watiewaye; ether &pocks
lead assist, and should Assist. Imt the
'Wert is essentially e national In it.
- City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter. Manager.






Did you ever try
GAS COKE
Ask some of our 200
customers about it.
C
The Paducah Ugh! & Poo Co.
Co.ordinatiag Work.
"The various 11S4•51 of waterways
are now dealt with by bureaus scat-
tered through four fedetal depart-
:nests. At present. therefore. it Is not
possible to deal with a river syslem
as a single problem. But the (Nom-
Mholon here reeeniniends • volley tin-
der which all the commercial and in-
dustrial uses of. the waterwtrysi may
be developed at the same time. 'To
that end, ceneress should - provide
some adtulnistretIve machinery for
co-ordinating (tie' work of the various;
department too far u It relates to
waterways.
"The commission recognises that
the Ord of improving our inland wa- dependent, and they should be Met
and before long will be nesessary In paused by column forbidding railroadthe west else. rights involving 
B. A. Bailey. Prep.
tolerators working more than nine hours a
MUNI 
A. E. ANSPACHER, S. B. HUallES, S. .1. FOWLER. J. L. FR.,
MAN. J. C. DTTERIIIA.C1C, DR J. 0. BROOKS, BRACK OWEN. •
ErsfABLINI1 1871.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
pAkt-c.sit, KENTUChl.
T'NITED 14TATEr4 DEI-ORIVORV. •
Caphal. Iteeplus and IrvuUridrd Profits .400,000 00
:tharelsoklers Itec.porseibtley   S00,080 00
'totals HemponbibIlity to Depootons  . 600.000 00
S. B. preside/It. JOS. J. FRIEDMAN, Vice President.
J. V. UTTBRII‘cii, Cashier. C. £RICH lltfleiON, Asst. Cashier.
INTEREST PAW ON TIME DEPOSITS.
DIRECTORS.
FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second aad third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included, prices
reasonaHc.






day, has created demand for about 20,00C
more telegraph operators than can now Is
serum& 5ptiroa.1 companies hat,' rut rail •
road wires Mtn Telegraphy Departments 01
DRAUGHON'S
Practical Business Colleges. -
Tor booklet, "Why Learn Telegraphy?'
tall or address Jr1u. M. Inuughou. rir-s. at
l'.1DUCA11-314 Broadway.
(Incorporated.)
111USINF.S.S nen say latAth.:HoN'S la TIN
BEST T II E E months' Bookkeeping by
DRAUGHON's copyrighted methods equals
1111 elec.'s-here. yilt$ or the U. S. COURT ME-
!PORTERS write the Shorthand itrau alma
teaches. Write for prices on lessons In Short-
hand, Bookkeeping, Penmanship, etc, BY
gen or AT COLLEGE Go colleges In IT States-
PoeIT1oNs secured or Mt )• k 11 Enter
any ume; no vacation. catalogue FILL&
water pellet should be granted to
any corporations in perpetuity, but
only for a length of time, euMcient to
allow them to conduct their business
Profitably. A reasonable charge
should of eounee be made for valuable
rights and privileges which they ob-
tain from the national government.
The values for which this charge. is
made will ultimately, through the
natural growth and orderly develop-
ment of out population and induptries
reach, enormoue amounts. A fair
share of the increaseesbould be safe-
guarded for the &tient of the people,
from whose labor it springs. The
proceeds thus secured, after the cost
of admilstration and Improvement
has been met, should naturatle be de-
votee to the development of our In-
land waterways.
'Running water Is a most valuable
natural asset of Hie people. and there
is urgent need for confer-vine it for
navigation, for power: for irrigotion.
and for domestic and municipal sup-
ply.
"The commission was appointed to
obtain information concerning our wa
terways as related to the general Wel-
fare. Much work was done, but Mere
*Autism to be -douse before a pletn Tor
their developinent can be prepared
In detail. .We need additional infor-
mation on the flow of our streams:
the condition of channels, the amount
-water
ments for terminals, the area in each
watershed which should be kept un-
der forest, and the means-of prevent-
ing soil-waste and the consequent
damage to our rivers. But . it is
neither necessary nor desirable to
postpone the beginning of the Work
until all the -fats are ebtained. We
have suffered heavily in the past from
the lack of adequate transportation
(*MHO'', and unless a beginning Is
made promptly Wee-shall suffer still
more heavily in the futtlre.
"The first of these course concerns
the Mississippi and its tributaries.
whose commercial development will
directly affect half our people. The
Mississippi should be made a loep
of the sea - and work upon -it stoned
be begun at the earliest passible mo-
ment. Only less important•le the At-
lantic inner passage, parts of which
are already under way. The Inner
es along the Gulf coast should
be extended and connected with the
Atlantic waters. The meed for the
developing of the Pacific coast rivers
is Dot less pressing.
Definite Policy.
"The first condition of suocesful
development of our waterways is a
definite and progressive policy. The
second is a oracrete general • plan.
prepared by the best experts available,
covering every use to which our
streams can be put. We shall not
succeed until the responsibility of ad-
ministering the polley and. executing
and extending the plan In definitely
laid on one man or grouper melt who
can be held accountable. No Project
should be begun until the funds use-
esSary to complete it promptly afe
provided, and no plan once under way
should be changed except for grave
reasons. Work once begun should
be prosecuted steadily and -vigorously
to completion. The declaim to under-
take any Proket should rest on actue)
need alwertalwed by Investigation and
judgment of expertise:ill on its Teta-
Con to gregt river uyeteine or to the
general plan, and never • on Isere
clamor.
"The linproument of our inland
waterways can aairlboald be made
to pay for itself so for as practicabie
from the incidental proceeds from
eater-power and other uses. Naviga-
tion should of course, be free, lett
the greatest return will come from
the increased commerce, growth and
prosperity of OUT people. Foe this
we have already waited too lime.
Adequate funds should be provided,
by bond Issue If nocesicary, and the
Work phouli,, be delayed no longer.
The development of our waterways
and the eeniservation of out forests
are the two most pressing
ne‘ds of the countrr. They are inter-
vigoreuslyktogether, and at once,. The
cruestions organisation, powers
and apprapriations are now before
the congress. -There is urgent need
for prompt end decisive action.
The Report.
The report says in introduction:
"The possibilities of inland.naviga-
tion' are Indicated by the fact' Mat
there are in mainland United States
some 25,0400 miles of navigated rivers
and at least an equal amount which
are- triseleealtle or theett be made so by
2,500 miles of navigable canals. and
over 2:7.10 miles of sounds, bays And
bayous readily connectable by canals
aggregating less than 1,41(I11 miles in
mieroge-
lng the Atlantic and Gulf coasts-
these being additional to some thou-
sands of miles (recirotred between
leading ports) of regularly navigated
waters, in lakes and land-locked bayt.
These waterways lie in or along the.
borders of Alabama, Arkansas, Calle
fortes, Connecticut. Delaware.
Georgia, Idaho, Illinois. Indiana,
Iowa. Kansas. Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maine, Maryland. Mossachu-setts. Mich
Iran, Minnesota. Mississippi. etiseouri,
Montana. Nebraska, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York, North Caro-
lina. North Dakota, phicre Oklahoma.
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
South -Carolina, South Dakota, Ten-
nessee, Texas„ Vermont.
Washington, West Virginia atid Wie-
corisheete ee ntsTeet whIle ThO'le-
velopment of rivers for irrigation,
power and other .purposes will also
render navigable certain waterway,
In -Arisona, Colorado. Nevada, New
Mexico, Utah and Wyoming."
NOW081 sad bent hotel In the city,
hate. WOO. Two Large sazapW
looms. Bath rooms, Electric Light.,









Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins. leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m, sharp, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Speotal excursion ratio
now in effect from Paducab to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
ad room. Good music and table as-
surpassed.
For further information apply is
S. A. Yowler, Gereral Pass. Agent, or
Given- Yowler, City Pass. Agent, as
rowler-Crumbaugh & Co's 011ee,
First and Broadway.
If Yoti Want to
Make Good
tonight,take your best









ST. LOUIS & TE*NE/38EB RIVALS
PACKET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEAMER eLYDE
Leave* Paducah for Teanesnee Rives
Every Wednesday al 4,. in.
./e1•1•••••=••••
A. W. WRIGHT .. a. Maass
IITYGILVII ROBINSON
This company Is not raapansibi•
for invoice cleanses unless Ilsiestspe
0- the clerk of the boat. • ----
Special excursion rates from Pada-
ads to Waterloo Fare for the ‘ronall
trip 81;1.00. Loaves Paducah every
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
When you want quali-
ty, either in cut flowers,



















Will be Sold When Weather
Opens Presently.
Itemsrluble Dean:aid for Old raletelagr
Mut (Naiinr) Huller i.. carce
Article.
MANY INCUBATOR:, .lItE BOUGHT
Sales on seed potatoes and onion
Nets have opened, but dealers report
that the sales have been slow owing
to the cold and wet weather. Soon
as warm weather begins the sale is
. expected to be brisk. although when
the farmer goes to buy his seeds and
sets he will find that the price has
gone skyward. Onion sets are retail-
ing for about $3.25 a bushel, while
seed potatoes are not .selling under
$1 • bushel. The scarcity in the north-
ern martets has had its effect here.
There is a remarkable demand at
present for old cabbage. Produce
dealers have tried to fill the want by
receiving new cabbage. but the price
is so high that they do not have a;
ready sale. Many farmers come to
the city, and buy cabbage by tha hun-
dred pounds. They are not grown
much in McCracken counts. and as
the demand is good the price is cor-
respondingly high, and - dealers sell
--I them for $1.10 to $1.2.5 the hundred
pounds. Sauer kraut is in goad de
mend now, and the Germans are not
the only ones buying kraut. .
Country butter is almost a treasure
on market this week. The best coun
try butter has disappeared almost.
but the price remains 25 cents-the
pound, although some dealses denial's!
30 cents.
There is a scarcity- of poultry on
the market, and many of the farmeci;
are preparing to see that this does no
happen next year. In the past few
days the dealers in incubators have
, been doing a land office business and
the mail order houses are reciving
many orders for the artificial hen,.
The farmers around Paducah WiN
have more incubators in operation
this spring than ever before, accord-
ing to a local dealer.
Much of the proper& chicken feed
Is being used by the chicken raisers
now, and the use of wheat, corn and
eats as feed has ceased somewhat.
However, the scarcity of poultry on_ 
the Market is promisild to be relieves;
as in a few weeks and many spring
chickens will be offered for sale.
SCHOOL, NOTES
V rilT
THE PADUCAH EVENING FITTN i lest to11' PEBRPARY lab 1
ear u ctor of mute': in -SW departmental
grades, have thought of a plea
solve the difficulty by giving a ollia-
cert neat month or the first part of
April to raise money to rent a piano.
The giddy of music would be enure
ea4ler, and Ilio piano is almost s.
necessity for better work. The High
school has a piano, but it is imposat-
ble to use this for the grades. In the
concert a splendid program will be
arranged. and it will be given at the
High bt boo,.
Stipetintendeut Carnagey will re-
turn from Washington early' Satur-
day morn:ng. All the superiatendents
went from Louisville in a bOdy.
The Cadet class did not meet this
afternoon owing to the absente or
Professor Carnagey.
The Blues and Whites will have a
practice basketball game this after-
noon at the Eagles' gymnasium. Only
two more practive games will be he!d
before she etesesploaship sera* will
begin;
Mifs Catherine Powell. of the Wash
ingtou building, resumed charge of
her runni this morning.
Talented.
Ile-What a lovely completion ,Miss
rinidelgh has!
She- Yes. That ,girfs'a born artist.
..--New York -Mali.
TYPOS MEET
INDORSE CA NDIDATE.Si FOR NA-
,- TIONAL OFFICEILS.
Also Indorse Action of General Coun-
cil in Ordering Out Telephones
of East Tennessee Co.
The Typographical union endorsed
the foRowlog caadidatew for office of
the national offioes.: President, S. H.
Hudspeth. of New °fleets's; vise pres-
ident. J. W. Hays, of Minneapolis:
S1'r, retary-trearuser, J. W. Bramwood
alr_
is president of the union now, and a
candidate for re-election, but the Pa-
ducah printers are in favor- of Mr.
Hudspeth. who has been a diligent
workar for the union. Mr. Hudspeth
is a southeru man, and his work in
the south has been remarkable. He
is president of the New Orleans union,
was ..fganizer of the southern
The study of music in the depart-
mental work has reached such a point
that a piano is needed to accompany
the children in their vocal lessons.
M:ss Caroline •Ham. supervisor of




district for four rears. The electkin
will be held in May. Delegates to the
American Federation of Labor wore
endorsed also.
The vote cir the Typographical
unites - yesterasiy afte.rii4ssi Was
unanimous in ing the action
taken by the weer courscil in re-
moving the teieph or the Ewa
Tennessee Telephone coins-any from
the city departiients.
ESTELLA DAVIS
DIES OF futtlitrrs DuistAsE AT
11E11 HOME IN CITY.
Popular Voung Woman Will Be
Itaried in Oak Grove Cemetery
Tomorrow.
Miss Estella; Davis died at her
home, 427 Clark street, lest night
about 11: 34) oaslock of Bright's dis-
ease. Miss Davis was 24 years old.
and was well known and •0•ItilFr
She is survived by her mother, thgee
sleters. Mrs. H. H. Carl, of San Fran-
claw, Mrs, Anna ateCartney and Mrs.
Albert Hawkins, of this city; and two
brothers, Mr, Nathaniel Davis. of Ok-
lahoma City, and Mr. James Davis, a
clerk in Culley's store.
The funeral will be held tomorrow
afternoon at 2 o'clock M the resi-
dence. the Rev. M. E. Dodd. -pastor
of the First Baptist church, officiat-






Cairo  44.4 0.2
Chattanooga  7.4 0.4
Cincinnati  ..a.11.)1, 3 41
Evansville  39.6 0.9
Florence t.5
Johnsonville  ifc.-SK 2.9
Louisville - 12.3 3.6
Mt. Cartriel  22.5 0.3
Nashville  12.6 0.7
Pittsburg  4.6 0.1
St. Is011s 11: 4.1
Mt. Vernon  41.0 1.2
Paducah  40.9 .0.1
Burside 2_ 4.5 14,1
Carthage . .  7.0 0.3
The Ohio will begin to fall
tomorrow.
•
The river stage at, 7 o'clock this 1311-
meriting read feet, a rise of .1 sime 
lDick Willis,,,,pareer on tbe Dna
yeaordny morning. Rion fall - 'afro las been sick. is
CRYSTAL THEATRE I A PLAYHOUS/E.WORTH WHILE 










A Long Laugh in Me
Motion Pictures.
MARCH 2 I NEXT WEEK' 
ii
Ounsideeed, and rlitilletyLneth the








A tuories'S ituremoat Novelty
Eiuilibrist
Earl McClure
.Performlog Seemingly I inpos-
-,
si b le Feats




r HELEN STUART AND COMPANY 1.
12 12
A in a Clever Dramatic Playette A
Latest Illustrated Songs - New Moving Pictures





in a LI tlarious Farce
The Danoing MeentrIques
Coulter and Moon
The 130ye with Educated Feet
Melody that will live forever in








and remained till el o'clock. She had
about 125 passenger); from Pittsburg.
She is bound for New Orleans 40 et-
tend the Mardi Gras.
The Joe Fowler got ha from Ev-
e ibis morning an4. kit two
hours later on her return trip. she
had a fair trip of freight.
The I. N. Hock returned from
Aiwa this morning with a tow of
empties. She will up for se few
days .for repairs tee her queerer boat.
The Dick POW:, r in last night
at. 9:30 from Cairo ll- with a big trip
07 freight. She-1 ft on, tine. this
morning for,...efwn the Otrae-
The Cjyde arrived from last
rise nigbe and is taking on freight at the
fall wharfboat today, preparing to leat.e.
fan for the Tennessee i'aer at II: let to-
night
taT The George Vow-ling Is doing ,
fall good paisenger lousiness arid freighti
fall 
oils.fail trade between Paducah and Metrole
CS
laid The towboat Cagle e' will leav to--
morrow for St Louis With a tow o
ier logs. -unless alte_ reeelvok. orders to-
fall day.
The City of Saltillo will enter the
fall St. Louis and _Tenneesee riser trade
fall either l'aursdae or Friday -of this
here' week, making her fir.t trip- up II -
Tennessee river. The City of Samoa-
nah will enter, the same trade rimer
.
Inches. 
to resutue mg v.-0a on the boat.. 
The Georgia Lee arrived fronti ' 
There is about. two days more
work to be done on. the Waal: while
Cincinnati last night about 10 o'elock she Is on the drY docks. She will
IMP of the  largest  triple _everj 
inent people from Pate yestor-
'lay afternoon from I instil o'clock,
Tho parts from the Smoky City is
making the trip down the river lo
N. w Orleans to attend Mardi Gnee.
The steamer Queen City has been
.haricrod for the trim-and sa enjoy-
able trite is pramisert While in the
city on two hours, the party came.
into the business dietrict and gave
Paducah ssverat _good. worda. Mem-
bers-of the aweer twevatitted-- reoortal
business men. that theysseinid remain
longer here on the return trip. and
preparsaione; magi be made Mr give
tio• party -a nice rtl-cptioa when they
return.
•
Pwah was the haat or 67 ad prom- Kentie ky roll must be of a higher1,41
"They fel me, Mts. Jones, your
leasliend is suffering from
suffering foam
only he can't sleep °elts."
Fortunately, Were Is seldom any
need of brain In a Iozç fakir.
then 
- --
enter her requite tnede to Padu-
cah from Galooilda and return. The
Hoyt) had an entire new hull put on
and repairs done to other parts, of
the boat.
S. C. Baker, clerk of the 'learner
Saltine. of the Tennessee Hue, left
'ea.t alich't for Patitteah. Ky.. to Join
his boat. The Sakiria will sail Ws-d-
r.-I-42y for St. Loula.--Giobe-liento-
crat.
l'HIONiiNICNT tgrasittlit:





Citieue clutraitte, Formerly l'avolintr
to Pielu.ale streets, in 1110soin
license.
rank than the dirt of Linnets, or else
George Stae•y, newsboy and toot-
htsq;k. familiar on the streets of Pa-
geants. thinks his chances are better
of entering the pearly gate it buried
Is Oak Grove cemetery. Stacey has
*sea out of tbe city for some Mom•
and yesterday Chief of Police Coil.4.0
was surprised to receive a letter freer
Stacey_ skr4ag SW if he-died he tireabe
ed to be burial...hi Oak Grove cease-
tfry. Stacey Is In the county sant.
tarlum at Lawreneeville, Ill.. suffer
tag from horns -sustained by ea eX-
p:OdIrtg 0:1 lamp. Furthermore Stsoes
wants the best oolile ttiat can be
bought and wants Chief Collin* to
ha‘e (hare* of all arrallitements.
Stacey is a unique character. lie-
wore a:1 the badge* and buttons he
'Quid find. on his coat. has • yoke
like a foghorn and (Inertia remember
his shrill yoke ;Chirp papers
the streets
brought down the Ohio by the Lee
line' boat. She was here only long lfdantraftfebqf
enough to put off and take on freight
then pulled out for Memphis.
The Buttoeff arrived this' morning
from Clarksville and Left at ,noon for
Nashville With a big tr:p of freight
The Queen City arrived at radii-
eah at 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon
Those Waists Are
Going Fast
THE first day of the Shirt
Waist Sale saw over
three hundred waists leave
the store. Tomorrow we will
place in the sale new lots.
This is your, opportunity to
get %four spring waists at a
meriftrifle. Grasp it.









sale prke  $1,98
Regular $3 00 Waists,
sale_ price







Palmer-W. H. Pollaud. 'Evans-
ville; A. H. Slates. Louisville; MeD.
Feresison, Ls t.iiter; C. G. Beale,
Evansville; F. T. Wooten, Buffalo;
C. L. Kennedy, Chicagu; A. C. Bishoe.
New Orleans: William L. Reed, W-
ellsville: W. 'D. ‘Ve7ker, St. lama:
A. A. Hunter. Indianapolis; W. H.
Gill, New Y-ork;H. T. Tyler, Hick-
man: C. W. Adams, Chicago: H. G.
Terrell, L0011,11143: 0, W. Mt-Cower,
Wanaville; C. H. Homier, St. Lens..
Belvedere----Sol Dan, Memphis; C.
M. Diustuhl. Memphis; Ilaetr
St. Louis: J. B. Allen, Guthrie; J. S.
Miller, Owensboro: Tom Hayden,
Rock Castle; T. J. Deer, Cincinnati;
Robert L. Arnold and wife, Balti-
more. . A. Anderson, St. Louie; H
T. Lightfoot. city: Retrace Melton
and wife. St...1.4onta;, W. H. Ward: Me-
tropolis; D. L. Dacis. Chicago.
New Richmond -W. C. Wright.
Bechanan; T. W. Luttrell. "Mason
Midis; W. E Verb*, Anna: C. T.
Sturm. Lincoln: A. Li Williams.
tainetsalear:-Itre.--R: T.: Hardy anddaughter, Deprion; C. E. IlindseY.
Norma*: C. M. Scott. Lovelace-vine-4
John C. Parsecs, Sm.thland; W. H.
Seaver. Smithland; J. W. Chandler.
Ilmlianan; C. E. 'Illaarhard, Gob.
coeds: ' R. ltlibertams. Msieray; 0.
Neff. Ste Meld. ' 
Pleasures we anticipate pe!dolli
irOMP Up to the specillkstke
eilr-qrslt-02rd2rstrokr4trwlya.':"trobsolbrio%rolkdwkroltraltrokeskroltriikera
aGMWEN
Special Selling This Week of •
SKIRTS, JACKETS AND SUITS
•.2
e
Ilartd Tailored Skirts - - $4.98
During this week we are putting forward out beet Offering some exeepti. nal styles in Skirta.
As you kriolr our skirts are different from the 'voids, tier in style, tosterial and worktnanahip,„11111111 WW1 to
all these advantagegyOu can get one of our &WM for the tame money, and perhaps leas, than Werke 
$1qualities can be bought elaewhete._ , •
Nobby Jackets for Spring
A nice bobby Spring Jacket In tan covert or some nice light suited material, or perhaps black cloth IS
very useful and adds very much to any womp's wardrobe. Now we are showing an immense line of thew
jackets, indoor jackets seem to have s distinct difference In the taako-up from others we have seee.
Aut !ail! our prices &net any more. All sizes. .
Correct Styles In Suits .
Th.$Iyies this spring in Women's Suits are very attractive. The jacket and skirt mind have the proper
tailoring to give the exact effect that's it (juiced. Nets properly tailored trowel:0d salts can't be found every
place. They may look something like reel tailored goods, but it wild tell In the Wear. Now we sell with
our suits that comfortable feeling-you ku w they are all right for we are Pack of Wens.J..
lffel inAGMT
8.00
$4-.98.
to
$13.50
$12.50
to
$35.00
tr1.2.eArAtrosAteAte.1.; tedtrAteArAtiateAteAfileArottevoidteaft,;s0
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